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—News In Brief

_Leaders settled on choices for vacant spots

MSU Shield receives First Place
award from Columbia eighth time

Higdon to chair legislative committee

The 1986 Shield, the Murray State University yearbook, has been
awarded a First Place Certificate for the eighth successive year and
an All-Columbian Award by the Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA) at Columbia University.
The All-Columbian honor for special merit was for concept,one of
five judging categories in the annual national collegiate competition.
Other categories were design, writing, coverage and photography.
An evaluation scorebook for the The Shield show that it compiled
896 points of a possible 1,000 to earn the first-place rating. The score
1* of a possible 150 to eartiAllIn the concept_ cigagory_
Columbian recognition.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Radio-Television and a co-adviser of the yearbook,noted
that The Shield has earned the first-place rating each year since it
was first entered in the CSPA competition in 1979.
Pam Reynolds of Benton was the editor-in-chief of the 1986 Shield.
Frank Fazi, retired director of printing services, was a co-adviser
with McGaughey for the book, which was printed by WaLsworth
Publishing Company of Marceline, Mo.
One of the two major rating services for yearbooks, the CSPA also
Sponsors naitonal competitions for collegiate newspapers and
magazines. The CSPA is affiliated with the Columbia University
School of Journalism.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Legislative leaders have settled on
their choices for the _vacant committee chairmanships and have
decided to leave all of the returning chairmen in place.
The choices will not be officially
made -known until today, but the
elected Democratic leaders in the
House and llenate made final decisions on the chairmanships on
Wednesday.
Numerous senators confirmed
the choices for committee leaders,
but asked to remain anonymous
because they did not want to preempt the official announcements.
There will be five new committee chairmen in the Senate -all
Democrats - as a result of
retirements, election defeats and
a decision by Sen. Pat McCuiston,
D-Pembroke, to switch chairs.
McCuiston will give up chair-

President
leaves hospital today
_
for the White House and TLC

Baker says
eyed budget
has small
hikes

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, saying he feels great,
left Bethesda Naval Hospital for the White House today and a promised treatment of tender, loving care from his wife.
Reagan, discharged three days after prostate surgery, told
reporters "I feel great" as he left the hospital for a short helicopterride to the Executive Mansion.
Asked if he was ready to go back to work, he commented, JOfcourse. I haven't stopped."
First lady Nancy Reagan, arriving minutes earlier, told reporters
she planned a treatment of "TIE," for tender, loving care.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan's trillion-dollar
budget for fiscal 1988 contains
"small tax increases" to help
reduce the federal budget deficit,
Treasury Secretary James A.
Baker III said today.
Reagan has said repeatedly that
he is opposed to raising taxes and
prefers to seek a balanced budget
through a combination of spending
cuts and raising money through
other means, such as the sale of
certain government assets.
"The president here is proposing deficit reduction in this particular budget of $42 billion, $22
billion of that is in the form of
receipts, 17 billion of those are in
the form of tariffs, if you want to
call them that," Baker said on the
"CBS Morning News" today.
"Some of those are in fact, small
tax increases ... we had $6 billion
last year in the form of receipts
that some could call taxes."
Baker did not specify what parts
of the president's budget he considered to be tax boosts.
In an interview on NBC's "Today" show, Baker said the administration would object to
meeting with congressional
Democrats who have asked for a
"summit meeting" on the budget
if the true purpose of such a session would be to propose a tax
increase.
Congressional hearings on
Reagan's trillion-dollar budget for
fiscal 1988 continue today with
testimony before the Senate panel
by Baker and an appearance
before the House Budget Committee by Agriculture Secretary
Richard Lyng.
Reagan has steadfastly contended that taxes should not be increased as a means to trim the
federal deficit, expected to be $174
billion this year.

Elsewhere...
By

m Associaled Press

WASHINGTON - Fired White House aide Oliver L. North controlled cash and other funds to pay Nicaraguan rebel expenses during two
years of secretly overseeing an aid network for the Contras, according to sources in the administration and the rebel movement.
WASHINGTON - The Senate Intelligence Committee probably
will release a report next week on its Iran-Contra arms investigation,
but it will contain no surprises and may differ from a version the
committee declined to release this week, the panel's chairman says.
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration, in a fresh
diplomatic approach to the war in Nicaragua, will send envoy Philip
Habib to Latin America next week for talks with government leaders
on prospects for e negotiated settlement.
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Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
around 30. Light and variable
wind.
Friday: Increasing
cloudiness with a 50 percent
chance of rain or snow by evening High 40 to 45.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for cloudy skies with a chance
of light snow Saturday

Study finds
doctors can
predict risk
of-AIDS

Pour boys

BOSTON (AP - Physicians
can use blood tests to identify people infected with the AIDS virus
who are likely to come down with
the deadly disease within months, researchers said in a study released today.
"The good news is that you can
probably be a better prognosticator as a physician," said
Dr. B. Frank Polk. "The bad news
is, so what? What can the patient
do except get his affairs in
order?"
Doctors hope the research,
published in the New England
Journal of Medicine, eventually
will show why some people with
the infection stay healthy for
many years while others get
AIDS.
Among other things, researchers found that those with only
low levels of AIDS antibodies are
five times as likely to-get the
disease as infected people with
high levels.

Construction workers Richard Fulks, Charlie Hoke and Jack
Prescott pour concrete for a curb at the parking lot expansion site at
Murray CaBoway County Hospital while truck driver Danny Stone
watches. Mks. Hoke and Prescott are employees of Adams Construction; Stone works for Fitts Block and Ready Mix. A hospital
spokesman said lte new parking spaces will be added in the project.
Pawn pada by David Tubb

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
state Board of Education may be
overstepping its authority with a
regulation to allow more exemptions to the law setting maximum
school class Elzes, said the chairman of the House Education
Committee.
The board approved the regulation on Wednesday against the adaktorney and
OLE__ oi
Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald.
The board apparently is trying

354.3
384.2

"to provide what they perceive to
be more flexibility ... than the law
really allows," said Rep. Roger
Noe, who was a leader in shaping
the law. "I'm not sure that can be
done without a change in the
statutes."
The General Assembly knew
that capping class sizes would
cause problems and is willing to
PaY for 4041004.,.11Ul "we will not
abandon what's been done so far,"
said Noe, D-Harlan.
The law passed in 1986 requires

•
••••
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Greg Higdon
Gets chairmanship

They called that the most intriguing of the factors they found
that can be used to identify victims because it suggests that AIDS
antibodies may shield people from
the disease.
"I suspect that the antibody
response early in the course of infection probably is protective,"
said Polk,&JohnsHopkins researcher who directed the study.
There is no treatment for acquired immune deficiency syndrome, a disease
.
,in which a virus
attacks the body's immune
system, leaving victims susceptible to a wide variety of infections
and cancers.
More than 29,000 Americans
have gotten AIDS, and more than
16,200 have died.
-4441*

Class-size regulations being criticized

LAKE LEvria
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

manship of the Counties and Louisville, who resigned his seat
Special Districts Committee ,to in the Senate because of poor
take over the Banking =land In- health.
surance Committee. He will be
Things were not so simple in the
pplaced by Delbert Attu*); of House in the wake of the upset of
Owensboro.
veteran Democratic caucus chairThe Agriculture and Natural man Bill Donnermeyer of
Resources Committee will be Bellevue by Jody Richards of
chaired by Greg HigdOn of Fancy Bowling Green.
Farm.Former chairman Ken.GibThe .upeot fueled -..zumors_ of
son of -Madisonville retired from
changes in House chairmanships
the Senate.
because Richards' victory allowed
The Judiciary-Criminal Com- him to join the Committee on Committee chairmanship, left open by mittees, which selects memberthe election of Charles Berger of ship on all House committees.
Harlan as assistant president pro
Democratic floor leader Greg
tern of the Senate, will be filled by Stumbo of Prestonsburg said
Kelsey Friend of Pikeville. several rribmbers asked him abobt
Assembly leaders generally do not possible changes, but Stumbo said
take committee chairmanships.
all committee chairmen who servDavid LeMaster of Paintsville ed in 1986 and are still in theiflouse
will chair the Business Organiza- will retain their seats.
tions and Professions Committee,
replacing Danny Yocom of (0aard ea pap 2)

school districts to be in compliance with a schedule of classsize caps by Sept. 15 each year As
the Department of Education hlts
implemented the law thus far, exemptions are granted only when a
shortage of classroom space
exists.
The new regulation, which
would dictate a change in enforcement, would. allow _certain
districts to exceed class-size
limits by two students for
"unusual circumstances," in-

cluding increases in enrollment
after Sept. 15.
The regulation would apply to
districts that receive no "power
equalization" funding from the
state, or which use that funding
entirely for salary supplements.
McDonald said the regulation
conflicted with the legislature's intent, which was to "eliminate
loopholes:: She said additional ek
emptions would have to be granted
(Omnion pap I)
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should be issued for as much comment as possible, and perhaps an
attorney general's opinion, during
the 90 days before it could take
by the legislature.
effect.
David Allen, president of the
As required by law, a public
Kentucky Education Association, hearing on the regulation was set
said, it was a case where a state for Feb. Z at the department's aboard that's answerable to no one flees in Frankfort's Capital Plaza
has acted with utter disregard to Tower.
the wishes of the governor, the
Sen. Nelson Robert Allen, a
legislature and numerous others." Greenup Democrat who is chairGary Bale, a Department of man of the Senate Education ComEducation attorney who advises mittee, said he, Noe,or both would
the board, also opposed the new seek an attorney general's opinion
regulation because it conflicted on the proposed regulation.
with the established soleeteinent
If the regulation passes its legal
'
_bouts, it could take effect as early
Policy •
But board members said it as March, giving the state board,

Regulations...
(aord in= page 1)

Instead of the Education Depart- class sizes includea split classes
ment and McDonald, the final say and transferring students to lesson requests for
populated schools to avoid having
A major comi=r—
e
flu
tbat the to hire extra teachers or aides
class-sise law is not flexible
McDonald acknowledged the
enough — is usually expressed by law is "hard on districts" and purschool administrators in the PcselY so.
"moving-family scenario."
A district is in compliance with \. "It makes them go into their
the law, its classes at the budgets to hire an extra
allowable limit, the scenario goes. (teacher's) aide, .. an extra
Then a family moves into the teacher," she said.
district, its children enroll in
As expected, the state board
school and their classes are
also withdrew proposed sanctions
bumped above the caps.
The Kentucky Association of against the Wolfe County school
School Administrators said a board, including the threatened
survey of its members showed removal of three local board
some consequences of the cape on members.

MCCH announces return
of Dr. Steve L. Trevathan
The Murray Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to announce
that Dr Steve L. Trevathan,
urologist, has joined the hospital's
medical staff.
Beginning Monday, December
15, Dr. Trevathan's office in Suite
305 of the Medical Arts Building
was opened and accepting
patients.
"We are certainly pleased that
Dr. Trevathan has decided to
come back home to Murray to
practice," Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator said. "We are sure
that he will be an excellent addition to our medical staff here in
Murray."
A native of Murray, Dr.
Trevathan graduated from Murray State University in 1971 with a
bachelor of science degree. His
medical degree, received in 1980,
Dr. Steve L. Trevathan
was earned at the University of
Louisville.
Following a year of Internship at
Mayo Graduate School of trained and conscientious. In my
Medicine, Rochester, Minnesota, urology praptice,I hope to become
he completed a residency in an asset to the hospital and the
urology at Mayo Clinic.
community."
He has been practicing for the
Mrs. Trevatha.n is the former
last year in Sioux Falls, South Betsy Engh of St. Paul, Minn. They
have three sons: George BenDakota.
"I am very pleased to be back in jamin, 8 years, John Houston, 19
Murray. In addition to being months, and Samuel Grant, 4
special to me, I feel that Murray months.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben (Margaret)
has many attributes for rearing a
family and practicing medicine. 'rrevathan of 804 South 16th Street
are the parents of Dr. Trevathan.
Murray and the surrounding
region is very fortunate to have Mr. Trevathan works at GAF
such a progressive medical facili- Corp. in Calvert City, Ky. and
-Ay. In my opinion, the physicians, Mrs. Trevathan is librarian at the
nurses and medical staff are well Calloway County Public Library.

Higdon...

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!

Take an additional

(Coat'd frompage 1)
There will be four new chairmen
In the House for the remainder of
the interim session and the 1988
regular session. As a result of
their 73-26 majority in the House,
Democrats control all chairmanships. Stumbo confirmed who the
new chairmen will be.
William McBee of Burlington
will replace retired Rep. Sam
Thomas of Lebanon as chairman
of the Business Organizations and
Professions Committee.
Former House Speaker Bobby
Richardson of Glasgow will take

over the Energy Committee from
former Rep. Terry Mann of
Newport, who gave up his seat to
make an unsuccessful bid for Congress from the 4th District.
Rep. Adrian Arnold of Mount
Sterling will again chair the Counties and Special Districts Committee. Arnold chaired the panel prior
to 1986 but was replaced by Virgil
Pearman, who was elected to the
Senate.
J.R. Gray, a union official from
Benton, will replace Al Bennett as
chairman of the Labor and Industry Committee. "Bennett, a
Louisville Democrat, was
defeated in the fall election.

MILS,leptutedly
entered, some
items taken

1Pre-caJ1ige piitno
eonteSt set for Saturday at MSU

According to school superintendent Robert Jeffrey, Murray High
School was broken into sometime
after 11:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Jeffrey said that to the best of his
knowledge, a camera and a small
amount of petty cash were stolen.
Jeffrey, who was out of town at
the time, said the details are still
sketchy. But, he said, it must have
been someone familiar with the inside of the building and knew the
workings of it.
He said the thief apparently
entered a door on the south side of
the building by breaking the glass,
proceeded down the hallway to a
metal gate, removed some ceiling
tiles and went over the top of the
gate.
Jeffrey said the thief then went
into the office and media center.

Area junior and senior high
school piano students will perform
In a Pre-College Piano Concerto
Competition at Murray State
University on Saturday, Jan. 10.
Auditions to begin at 1 p.m. in
the Annex Recitial Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center are
open to the public at no admission
charge. Students are scheduled to
rehearse in the morning.
Each student will perform from
memory the first movement of a
Classical Period concerto by
Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven.
The winner of the competition
will recieve a $100 cash award and
the opportunity to perform with
the Murray State University
Chamber Orchestra in a 3:30 p.m.
concert March 1 on the campus.

Murray Lions Club offers
scholarship assistance
All previously marked-down merchandise

Prices are dropping
throughout the store.
Look for the Red Tag
your ticket to savings.
_

Applies °My lo Inorefiandloo wtioen Is annoy
is
roducod to doormen Dor, 1101 opply lo
chandlo• wInch le on solo for•innlon Orno only.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 7594ime Catalog: 141102222-6161

Students from Murray and
Calloway County will be the
beneficiaries of scholarships at
Murray State University financed
through the fund established by
the Murray Lions Club in memory
of Groover A. Parker.
Parker's widow, Orlean Parker,
made the first contribution to the
fund to be administered by the
Murray State University Foundation. Specific guidelines for the
scholarships will be available at a
later date.
Interest earnings from the
perpetual fund will be used to
finance scholarships in memory of
Parker, a lifelong resident of
Calloway County who served as a
president of the Murray Lions
Club.
Contributions may be made to
the Groover A. Parker Memorial
Scholarship fund by checks made
payable to MSU Foundation and
specified for the Groover A.
Parker Scholarship.

They may be mailed or delivered
to: MSU Foundation, Sparks Hall,
Fifth Floor, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Two arrested for theft
in Marshall County
Two Marshall County residents
were arrested yesterday in connection with a Jan. 4 burglary at
the home of Leamon Henson of
Benton, according to Marshall
County Sheriff Brian Roy.
Gary Thorn, 24, and John Jestes,
22, both of 106 W. First St., Benton,
were charged with second degree
burglary and theft of property
over $100, according to Roy.
The sheriff said that several
guns and personal items were
taken in the burglary and that the
guns were recovered by Murray
City Police at a residence in
Murray.

Wednesday accident reported
A two-car accident sent two
Murray men to the Murray
Calloway County Hospital yesterday afternoon at about 5:44 p.m.,
according to Murray- City Police

on N. Fourth newt, resulted when
McKinney, who was traveling
southbound, ran off the west side
of the road and went 76 feet before
striking three mailboxes. Mckin-

rerarmties R. McKinney,46 was aft
mitted to the hospital with injuries, while Kern C. Kendall, 24,
•
vu treated and released. The accident, which happened

ney then traveled ..4. more feet
before crossing the roadway and
hitting the Kendall vehicle, which
was traveling north, according to
police reports

THURSDAY,JANUARY 1,1W

PERSPECTIVE

(Editor's Note: A two day symposium titled "Reaching for a
Higher Level of Excellence" at
Murray State University on Jan
11-12 will focus attention on both
the problems and the potential in
higher education. Recent reports
which address the issue of the
quality of undergraduate education will be assessed in an effort to
asaist colleges and universities in
developing initiative which will
lead to a higher level of excellence. The following Is the
fourth installment of a five-part
series intended to broaden insight
Into the purpose of the symposium, which is open to the
public. Sessions are scheduled
from 3 to 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan.
11, and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday, Jan. 12, the Curls Center
theater.)
The latest thinking on the quality of higher education at the
.undergraduate level will be the
focus of a symposium titled
"Reaching for a Higher Level of
Excellence" at Murray We
University Jan.-1142.
President Kale M. Stroup of
Murray State said the symposium
will provide an open forum to synthesize the findings and recommendations of groups which have
conducted studies and issued
reports on the nation's colleges
and universities.
"We envision a participatory
sympsoium where we hear from
experts who have been involved in
that process and then exchange
ideas and react in other constructive ways to that information as
we evaluate our goals," she said.
Two nationally known leaders in
higher education — Dr. Harold
Delaney, executive vice president
of the American 'Association of
State Colleges and Universities
(AASCU), and Dr. Kenneth Mortimer, vice president and vice provost at Pennsylvania 'State
University — will be featured as
symposium speakers.
Delaney served as executive
director of the AASCU National
Commission on the Role and
Future of State Colleges and
Universities which released a

report titled "To Secure the Blessings of Liberty" at the .annual
AASCU meeting in Phoenix, Ariz.,
in November.
Mortimer was chairman of the
National Institute on Education's
Study Group on the Conditions of
Excellence in American Higher
Education. Its report is titled "Involvement in Learning: Realizing
the Potential of American Higher
Education."
Dr. Stroup said the symposium,
which is open to the public, is
structured to give faculty, administrators, students, state officials and others interested in
higher education an opportunity to
respond to the findings of the study
groups and to interact with each
other.
"Our purpose is to stimulate
discussion of both the national
reports and the Strategic Plan of
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education (CHE) as we make
determinations about future direction," she said. "We hope that
everyone who attends will
PartidPate.".
- --Panels maae up of Murray State
faculty, CHE members and staff
and representatives of other institutions will serve as discussion
leaders.
In addition to addresses by
Delaney and Mortimer, a panel
will also respond to a presentation
by Dr. Gary Cox, interim executive directoi of the CHE, and
Ed Carter of the University of
Kentucky on statewide and institutional planning.
The symposium will conclude
with a presentation by Dr. Coy
Harmon, dean of libraries at Murray State and chairman of the
MSU 2000 Commission. He will
unveil the commission's report
titled "Murray State University:
Beyond the 20th Century," which
examines the future of Murray
State.
Sessions of the symposium are
scheduled from 8 to 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 11., and from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday, Jan. 12, in the
theater of the Curris Center.
Delaney will speak at 4 p.m. Sunday and Mortimer at 1:30 p.m.
Monday.

Murray and
Countians moved
swiftly to help the Paducah refugees
Hungry, cold and homeless, the
Paducah refugees poured into
Mayfield and Murray by the hundreds — by bus, automobile and on
foot. Overnight, the population of
Murray more than doubled.
Murray became a clearing point
for refugees, it being the only rail
point on the Reidland side of the
rescue work. All refugees from
that area were processed through
Murray with most of them being
transported by special trains to
other points to the south and east
for housing and care until they
could return to their homes.
On one day alone, two special
trains — one made up in Bruceton,
Tenn., and one in Nashville — carried more than 1,400 to
Hopkinsville, Bowling Green and
other points to the east.
By the time the flood waters
began to recede at Paducah the
first week of February, more than
35,600 of its people had been
evacuated_1rom...111a_zecord-h1gh
waters to be fed and cared for in
other West Kentucky and West
Tennessee communities.
The majority of these were processed through thre refugee relief
centers set up in Mayfield and
Murray and manned by local people by the hundreds.
• • •
These people — men, women
and even children — worked hours
on end and often without sleep,
rest or food helping to assist in the
evacuation and caring for the
homeless people pouring into their,
areas.
Here in Murray, a Citizens
Relief Committee was formed
with Dr. James H. Richmond,
president of Murray State at the
time, as its chairman. In rallying
the community for coping with the
emergency, Dr. Richmond, a nononsense, portly man, called the
flood "the greatest disaster in the
history of Kentucky."
The Citizens Committee headquarters were in the Frazier &
Melugin offices across from the

Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
graduate school at Murray State
University, spoke about "Youth In
Our Future" at a meeting of Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
In high school basketball games
Calloway County Lakers beat Benton Indians and South Marshall
Rebels beat Murray High Tigers.
High team scorers were Stan Key
for Calloway, Newton for Benton,
Vaughn for South Marshall and
Dunn for Murray.
Thirty years ago
Some 300 Methodist ministers
from 31 states arrived at Kenlake
Hotel today to attend the first National Conference on spiritual
Birth and Growth, sponsored by
Methodist Global Board of
Evangelism.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital from Jan. 2 to 7 include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Todd, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Puckett, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Bouland, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Walpole, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Cnvitt, twins, boy and
girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Foster,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Doris Turner
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Barrett.
Murray Training School Symphony Orchestra will present a
winter concert on Jan. 14 in MTS
third floor assembly hall. Prof.
Roman Prydatkevytch will be
featured in a violin solo.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second in a series dealing with the
great Ohio River flood of 1937.)
Bank of Murray. General information about the relief work was
available there.
Marvin 0. Wrather, then
superintendent of Calloway County schools, was named its
transportation chairman. Headquartered in his office, he worked
with a special committee in arranging for buses and trains to
transport the refugees to Murray
and on to other areas.
One of the relief work's most
trying challenges was that of providing temporary housing for the
refugees. This was smoothly
handled, according to newspaper
accounts by a committee headed
by Foreman Graham.
He was a partner in the Graham
& Jackson men's clothing store on
the north side of the square. Until
only a few_days ago, thabusiness
has been operating in that location
under the same name by the Buckingham & Ray organization.
Many were housed upstairs in
the Morris Building — where
Bright's is today — on the west
side of the square and in an area
which the Mason Memorial
Hosptial had been located before
moving to its new hosptial on
Poplar Street.
Still others were housed in the
courthouse and across Main Street
above the National Stores.
An emergency hosptial was set
up in the basement of the First
Baptist Church by a committee
headed by Dr. J.A. Outland. An
outdoor clinic also was set up to
handle minor ailments.
Despite a severe shortage of
trained nurses, both functioned
beautifully with volunteers
throughout the emergency.
• • •
Judge T.A.(Rafe) Jones headed
the personnel arm of the Citizens
Committee. He and his committee
enlisted and coordinated the
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Failure to fund roads
stalled state's projects
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cooperation of the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, the American Legion, the
Murray police and the staff of
Sheriff Carl B. Kingirus, Hal's
father, in policing the city, guarding, supervising loadings and
other essential assignments.
. Tremon 0. Baucum, a realtor
and petroleum distributor with his
Jackson Purchase Oil Company
station on East Main where Mike
Holton and Van Haverstock have
their offices today, was the conservation chairman on the Citizens
Committee.
He headed a committee which
handled temporary shortages of
coal, kerosene and gasoline with
complete cooperation from all
firms in the area handling any
kind of fuel.
J.H. Branch, a Ralston Purina
salesman who died within the past
few years in Memphis, headed the
clothing collection committee on
the Citizens' group.
Murray people were asked —
and responded overwhelmingly —
to bring clothing to the WPA office
behind the Western Union office
for distribution to the homeless.
Harry Sledd and a special committee processed and distributed
tons of bed clothing provided by
Murray and Calloway Countiana_
and collected at the office of
Sheriff Kingins in the courthoutie.
• • •
Tom McElrath and Luther
Robertson headed up the Citizens
Committee's food group, supplying mess halls set up in the
Overbey tobacco warehouse on
Maple Street and in 9ie club
rooms of the Business and Professional Women's Club in the basement of the Peoples Bank
Building.
In one day and working under
the leadership of Mrs. J.D.
Rowlett and George Edd Overbey,
Sr., who also handled the barbering and laundry needs, citizen
volunteers in the mess halls
prepared and served more than
1,500 meals.
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By M.C. Garrott

I.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board was given a report
by a construction management
consultant on methods of reducing
building costs on a proposed
medical arts building at a special
session of the board.
Charles Olree has purchased the
Winchester Printing Co. from Joe
Pat Winchester.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will have a special service
of dedication on Jan. 9 at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Earl G. Hunt Jr., bishop
of Nashville area of United
Methodist Church, will speak.
Miss Robin Lee Newcomb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
D. Newcomb of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Mark William Cantrell, son of
• Mr. and Mrs.
Glen A. Cantrell of
Paris, Tenn., were married at
First Baptist Church, Paris.
The Harlem Globetrotters
played and performed at Racer
Arena, Murray State University,
last night.
Twenty years ago
Murray Civitan Club set a new
fruit cake selling record this
season with 3,402 pounds of cake
being sold, according to Hoyt
Roberts, fruit cake chairman.
The Place will open tomorrow in
Southside Manor Shopping Center.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor,
Dec. 15, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Winchester, Dec. 18.
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Garrott's Galley

Working toward
academic excellence

PAWS I

Failure of the 99th Congress to pass funding for the federal highway program is leaving Kentuckians without needed road improvements for which they have already paid.
This sad situation resulted from the inability of some in Congress to compromise on a few issues in the federal highway reauthorization for the sake of the entire bill. I intend to make this matter
an early priority in the 100th Congress, which convenes in January.
Meanwhile, construction on some 100 projects in Kentucky,
••—z.....1•62 million, will have been delayed, according to stsie Transpotrattott Cabinet• officials. Abort 70 cythrt -417rojettrit'n 1m:construction phases-will also have been affected.
Reauthorization bills iiiust be apploved by committees in both
House and Senate. Each house must vote on the bills, with a House-
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On another, more than 2,400
sandwiches were prepared and
served to refugees leaving by train
for Hopkinsville and Nashville.
The people of Murray and
Calloway County, in addition to
physically assisting in the relief
work, also dug deeply into their
pockets to contribute money to the
Red Cross. Preston W. Ordway of
the Murray State business office
was in charge of this.
Receptables for coin donations
placed around the area brought in
several hundreds of dollars and an
upturned umbrella in the post office lobby was a "silent sentinel"
for funds with which to aid the
refugees.
Red Cross purchases were
handled by Mrs. Bea Melugin, the
chapter's secretary, although she
was confined by illness throughout
the emergency to her home on
Main Street and just across from
where Memorial Baptist Church is
today;=Senator Tom 0. Turner, who
operated a department store on
the west side of the square was
chairman of the Red Cross
chapter at the time. He worked in
a wide variety of assignments,
perhaps the most involved of
which was arranging for transpor.tation to relatives for refugees trying to reach them.
To be continued...

Letter To
The Editor
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Thanks expressed
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff at W.A.T.C.H., I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank the many kind and caring
people in Murray and Calloway
County who supported our
organization in 1986.
Because of the support, we were
able to serve 28 mentally and/or
physically handicapped adults at
our center five days a week
throughout the year. Our buses
traveled approximately 45,000
miles in transporting these special
people to and from our Center daily, to work sites, speech and hearing sessions, grocery shopping and
recreational outings at Murray
State University and to Special
Olympics.
Because of the support of our
Community, we can provide services such RS in-house and community based employment to individuals who probably would remain at home — some might even
be institutionalized — once they
reached the age of 21. Now attending our Center, they are working
and productive members in our
community.
Everyone at W.A.T.C.H. thanks
you from the bottom of our hearts
for allowing us to continue this service and we wish you the happiest
of New Years.
Sincerely,
Peggy Williams
Executive Director
W.A.T.C.H.

Senate conference committee working out differences between the
two bills. Both houses must then approve the compromise and the
President must sign the bill.
However, several key issues kept House and Senate conferees
from reaching agreement on the legislation in the waning days of
the 99th Congress. One major difference in the Senate and House
versions of the bill was the 55 m.p.h. national maximum speed limit.
The Senate version would have allowed states to raise the speed limit
to 65 m.r.h. on rural interstates.
The federal-aid highway program is funded completely from
user fees -- mostly from the 9-cents-per-gallon gasoline tax and the
I5-cents-per-gallon diesel fuel tax. Motorists should be able to expect that these fees will -- without delay -- be used to construct,
repair, and maintain the highways and bridges over which they drive.
Congresses' failure to agree on the reauthorization bill left the
highway program without new funds. As a result, Kentucky and most
other states are running out of highway monies. This means no new
projects can be authorized or construction and design contracts let
for new projects, where federal aid funds have not yet been previously authorized. However, projects that are completely state funded, like some of the AA Highway, and federal-aid projects that have
been previously authorized, can be let to contract.
The delay in putting federal highway funds to work means that
motorists are not seeing their dollars used in an efficient manner;
their fees are not being efficiently funneled into needed roadway
projects. There is also an economic impact because those funds are
not being put to work in Kentucky, with 10,000 jobs lost throughout the economy.
Since o_rterststcs_Kceqal1y affected,, I belipe c_Qngress will
ftairlhitlegifflition ghbrtlyliffeiNi.6-rtiEfie
ary. America's motoristi have a right to have their funds used as
they were intehded. It is my hope that we will not see this type of
senseless delay
-- • ••
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Jo Burkeen, editor

-Coming community events are announced- • DR.GOTT

Front Porch Swing will rehearse
at 7 p.m. in library of First Christian Church.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational

the green door
DIXIELAND CENTER

January Home Sale
One Week Only
Jan. 9-Jan. 16
25% Off
Barb Linens
by' .
Avanti-Fieldcrest
Royal Classic
Bath Accessories*
*1 Group

50% off

Decorator Pillows
Placemats & Napkins
Home Fragrances
by
Claire Burke
5 oz. Spray $6.95
3 oz. Spray $5.75
.Tip Contained
Candles

CLINT EASTWOOD

HEARTBREAK
RIDGE
EI
7 00 9 25

Walt Disney's Classic

and
the ramp g
7 00 Only

THE FATE OF THE FUTURE...

1

IMAA.11114EM.1177

Thursday,Jaa.8
Building of First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 701-4040 or Glen at 436-4143.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. for enrollment
night with officers to meet at 7
p.m

fL

Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
————
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m at lodge hall.
————
Entertainment with Randy
Dowdy as DJ will be from 8 p.m.to
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at JAL Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
— --An open bOrse show, sponsored
by New Providence Riding Club,
will begin at 7 p.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center. Admission
Is $2.
Murray State University
Libraries will be open from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. today.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Saturday,Jan. 10
The McKeithens will present a
gospel concert at 7 p.m. at Calvary
Temple, Highway 641 South.
————
Annual Cookie Kick-Off party
for all Brownies, Junior Girl
Scouts, Cadettes and Senior Scouts
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m: in
large conference room at
Calloway Public Library.
---Dance with music by Reaction
will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at

Central Center 753-3314

BACK IN ACTION,

Select Qroup

THE GOLDEN
CHILD

Women's and
Children's
Clothing
up to.

gyfEer
RICHARD GERE
KIM BASINGER IN

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Alternatives to
tranquilizer
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT —.I'm an active,
healthy, 70-year-old woman with a
history of nervous tension. To manage
this, I take 1 milligram of Stelazine
twice a day. What is this drug? How
does it affect a person?
DEAR READER — Stelazine is a
major tranquilizer that is recommended for use only in patients with
severe emotional problems. I advise
you to discontinue this medication —
under a doctor's supervision, of
course — and to try other methods
(such as therapy or counseling) to re-

75°A

(Cont'd on page 12)
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What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 9, 1987

SCORPIO
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
gat (Ort.23to Nov.21)
Happiness-reigns in close relationBacking from important people
-peta-yeu in & good position in your ships and singles meeiwith roineme
career. By day's end you should have It's the perfect time for a weekend
increased status and be in a better getaway. Good news comes now.
SAGITTARIUS
financial position.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) .
TAURUS
Either a raise in pay or a lucrative
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Dealings with lawyers and agents assignment comes your way. A major
are beneficial for you. Luck comes purchase for the home is now
through friends and distant interests possible. Some of your dreams come
true.
prosper. Social life is grand.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
You couldn't have a better day for
Something you've been working on
for a long time now comes to fruition, enjoying yourself. Leisure activities
with chances to better your overall are like a ray of,sunshine. Luck is
with you and optimism reigns
position. Capitalize on them.
supreme.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)116 AQUARIUS
You may be invited to an elegant (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
These are very special plans you're
get-together and also you might be
busy making travel plans. Relations making today and they should be
with both friends and loved ones are nurtured and kept under wraps for
now. Home life and money look good.
super.

- A

PISCES

Now

•seaf
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
It's too soon to close a business
deal, but you'll have good news in
other aspects of your life. Both travel
and friendship bring you benefits.
IF BORN TODAY, you are inclined
to public service and have a natural
VIRGO
interest in politics. Highly ambitious,
(Aug.2310 Sept.22)
Some may make marriage plans you should never sacrifice individutoday or at least go out to some place ality for the sake of material success,
extra special. Children are a source of for you will achieve your greatest
success by accenting your uniquepride. Creative interests flourish.
ness. Banking and rnerchandizing are
LIBRA
0 It
fields that may appeal to you. You
(Sept 23 to Oct 22)
You may buy a house or enjoy have natural leadership qualities that
some other special domestic advan- are at their best when you're working
tage. Some take on a freelance job. for the common interest. Birthday of:
The financial picture is very promis- Joan Baez, singer; Richard Nixon,
US. president.
ing.

(July 23 to Aug.22)
Present views to higher-ups on this
day when career plans should come
together. Prospects for financial gain
are definitely on the upswing. Reach
for,the top!

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462

NFW AORIVAlc

"Every Day's A Sale Day
at .10-An's"

Jo-An's
. _
Varieties
Chartnot Street 753-8084

Court Square

Harris is the daughter of Larry
Harris, Dtuguid Drive, Murray. At
Calloway High, she is treasurer of
Foreign Language Club, a
member of Beta Club and a
member of Laker Speech Team.

LOS-ANGELES(AP) — Marsha
Mason,a four-time Oscar nominee
as best actress, makes her film
directing debut with a CBS
"Schoolbreak" special about teenage bulimia.
The one-hour film, "Little Miss
Perfect," will be broadcast the
afternoon of Jan. 13. Mary Tanner
(Mary Margaret of "The
Cavanaughs") stars as- Debbie
Welker, and Diane Baker stars as
her mother, Helen Welker.
Summers.
Mason, who had directed in the

theater, said she was asked to
direct "Little Miss Perfect" by
Alan L. Gansberg, who wrote and
produced the special with Judy
Strangis.
Mason described the show as
"the story of a 15-year-old girl who
suffers from bulimia," an eating
disorder generally characterized
as "binge and purge" because the
victims overeat and then vomit.
"It's so scary to read the
research and interview all the
young actors and actresses," she
said.

DATEBOOK
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Murray Band Boosters to meet
Murray Band Boosters will meet Monday, Jan. 12, at 7:30 p.m. in
band room of Murray High School. The board of officers will meet at
7 p.m. "All parents of middle school and high school band members
are encouraged to attend," said Glen Hendren, president of boosters.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Larue Wells and Dorothy Peebles, both of Murray, from
Western Baptist, Paducah; Opal Nanney of Murray from Lourdes,
Paducah; Michael Palmer and Oury Smith, both of Kirksey, Leslie
Douglas, Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Heather Hutson, Murray, from Community Hospital, Mayfield.

Lee enlists in Air Force
Donald T. Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Lee of Rt. 1, Benton,
has enlisted in the Air Force's Delayed Enlistment Program, according to Staff Sgt. William R. Viniard, Air Force Recruiter. Lee,a 1987
senior at Marshall County High Scool, is scheduled for enlishtment in
the Regular Air Force on Nov. 12. Upon graduation from Air Force's
six-week basic training course at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, he is scheduled to receive technical training in the administrative aptitude career field. Lee will be earning credits toward
an associate degree in applied sciences through the Community College of the Air Force while attending basic and technical training
schools.

Haddix completes course
Army Reserve Pvt. Raymond Haddix, son of Roosevelt Haddix of
Rt. 5, Benton, has completed a combat engineer course at U.S. Army
Training Center, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. During the course he was
trained in techniques of road and bridge building, camouflage and
demolition. He also received insltruction in combat squad tactics as
well as in the use of infantry weapons.
(Cont'd on page 6)

Last Few Days of Our
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At the conclusion of the state
seminar two students will be
chosen to attend the International
Leadership Seminar to be held July 31 to Aug. 8 in Denver, Colo.

Going Out of Business

Original Price

iN

(C)1997, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Holland Drugs is the
pharmacy for you:

off

7 05. •.i5

PAUL NEWMAN
TOM CRUISE

ease One month after surgery, I be1
2 years of a
came pregnant after 10/
childless marriage Two other women
I know have had similar experiences
Would you comment?
DEAR READER — A woman's fertility depends on factors other than
ovulation and the presence of sperm
at the right time. Reproductive efficiency is controlled by other glands
and hormones — the thyroid gland,
for instance. Hashimoto's thyroiditis
is a disease of the immune system
that attacks the thyroid gland. With
certain thyroid malfunctions (such as
the overproduction of thyroid hormone in Grave's disease), pregnancy
can be difficult to achieve. However,
as in your case, treatment of the thyroid disorder permits the reproduction balance to return to normal. Once
your hormones were stable, nature
took its course.
What is cholesterol and how can it
be controlled? For more information,
write for Dr. Gott's new Health Report, UNDERSTANDING CHOLESTEROL. Send $1 and your name and
address to P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to mention
the title.

--Teen-age bullimia is theme

Fraaces Drake

109 S. 4th St.

the Color
of Money

lieve nervous tension. The manufacturer of Stelazine cautions against using the drug for simple tension and
anxiety
If you need some medicine, a less
powerful drug would be better to use.
Stelazine can cause tardive dyskinesia, an unpleasant, irreversible neurological condition characterized by involuntary, repetitious movements of
the face, trunk or extremities. Stelazinc also can produce drowsiness,
weakness, fatigue, loss of appetite,
rash, restlessness and a neurological
reaction that resembles Parkinson's
disease.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I've been told
I have a condition called neuroma. If I
have surgery, will I lose any control
of my foot? Is this surgery done in the
office or in the hospital?
DEAR READER — Neuroma is a
benign tumor that grows on nerve
cells. It can occur anywhere in the
body. If it interferes with normal
functioning, it should be removed.
The surgery can be done in either the
office or the hospital; this depends on
the location and size of the neuroma.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Three years
ago I had thyroid surgery for Hashimoto's thyroiditis and Grave's dis-

Gina Harris, a student at
Calloway County High School, has
been chosen to represent her
school at the Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation Seminar in Lexington.
The seminar will bring together
a select group of sophomores with
demonstrated leadership qualities
and a group of distinguished
leaders in business, education,
government and the professions
for discussion and interaction.

Harris

Your Individual
Horoscope

LEO

biliirray Ledger & Times

Calloway student to
attend youth seminar
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8:40 Only — LAST NIGHT

7 00, 9 00

tialw.day, Jan. 10
Murray Moose Lodge This is for
members only.
————
Murray High Academic Team
will compete in Heath Academic
Tournament at Executive Inn,
Paducah, starting at 9 a.m. Murray will compete first at 10 a.m.
————
A freshmen and J.V. Girls
basketball game between
Calloway County High and Murray High will be at 1 p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Murray High School Freshmen
boys will play a basketball game
with Fulton at Murray High
————
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple
————
Woodmen of World Camp 592
Outstanding pianists in grades 7
will meet at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea to 12 will compete for $100 award
Party, Holiday Inn.
and opportunity to be in concert
————
with Murray State University
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of World
Chamber Orchestra in March;
will meet at 6 p.m. at Golden Cor- starting at 10 a.m. in Annex
ral Restaurant.
Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
————
Center,
MSU. For information call
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior 762-6442.
Qtizens' Center at Benton. PerMurray State University Lady
sons note change of meeting place
basketball team will play
Racer
from previous announcement. For
Middle
Tennessee at 5 p.m. follow753-0061,
762-3399,
information call
ed by Racers and Middle Ten753-7714 or 753-7663.
nessee at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
————
---4urray State University Arena.
Libraries will be open from 8 a.m.
An_American Quarta
Acc4:1111-ir.m._ today.
Association Show will be
a
a.m.
at
Livestock
Show
and
ExFriday,Jas. II
Mothers' Morning Out will meet position Center. Admission is free.
————
at 9 a.m. at First Christian
Murray State University
Church. Openings are available
Libraries will be closed today.
and call 758-1982 for information.
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MURRAY TODAY
Thursday,Jae.
Calloway County La Leche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Pam Jetton in
Farmington.
————
Jackson Purchase Section of
American Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m. at Holiday
Inn, Mayfield.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

•••• • •: 7

BC/BS Medicaid Ky.
*Emergency Service
•Mail Out Service
•Screening For Drug Interaction
*Registered Pharmacists
/Free Delivery

15%

Plus
Discount
On All Cash Prescriptions

"Unbelievable Prices"
All Repair & Layaway Must Be
Picked Up By January 9th.

Furches Jewelry
Downtown Murray

753-2835
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Howell attends film workshop
Local actress Shelley Howell,
19, recently attended a workshop
and seminar on the BM Industry
in Dallas.
The workshop, which was held
Dec. 27 and 28, equi the wetof the
National Association of Unknown
Players. Howell, a member of this
organisation, said this was their
first celebrity woitshop.
Also a' member of Murray's
Community Theatre, Howell has
held parts in "Inherit the Wind,"
"Sweet Cb,arity," "Bye Bye Birdie" and others. A Murray native,
she expects to graduate from Murray State next year with a degree
In journalism.
Howell said the best-known
celebrity at the workshop was Ted
McGinley who co-stars in the
television series "Dynasty."
Many other membel9 of the film
Industry were also av*Iable at the
workshop to share Vieir ex-

also received tips from Mel
Johnson, casting director for
Universaliptudips in Los Angeles.
Howell said she also had a twohour workshop with acting coach
Ivana Moore. Howell said that
Moore, who she considered to be
the leading coach out of Los
Angeles, taught acting skills and
gave tips on breaking into
commercials.
Howell, who presently works for
Murray State's radio station
WICMS, said she will probably try
to get into commercials when she
graduates next year, then she said
she might try something she bas
always wanted to do. That is
specializing in cartoon voices.
Howell said, "I don't see myself
becoming a star." She said she
eventually wants to portray lowkey characters for televisign or
film. "I want to do what I enjoy
and get paid for it," she said.

Shelley Howell
penances and provide helpful tips
on getting into the business.
Howell said the former Miss
America and hostess of "P.M.
" Deborah Sue Maffet
rdVrientation. She said they

Issue of Man's
Affair Has Grown
Too Big to Ignore

A 50.00 value:
Yours for only 10.00
with any Estee Lauder
purchase.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR GIRL: Your friend's
DEAR ABBY: Twelve years ago,
when our two children were small, problem (and it is a problem) is
my husband had an affair with not just a matter of greed. He's
"Maggie," a girl who hung around compulsive about eating; withis place of employment. Maggie ness his uncontrollable piggishknew Denny was married, but she ness once he gets going. You
didn't care. When I found out about can't help him. He needs profesit, I confronted Denny and he broke sional help, but first he must
it off. Soon after that, Maggie told accept the fact that he has a
Denny she was pregnant with his problem - then do whatever is
child. About a year later we heard necessary to ot!rcome it. Beshe had a son and got married, and havior modificallon therapy is
that was the last we heard of her - indicated here.
until four years ago when she called
* ••
our house and told me that Buddy,
her 8-year-old son, wanted to meet
his "real" father. Denny wasn't
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-yearlold
home,so she left her phone numbe'r. girl with a terrible.. problem: my
When Denny got home, I told him nose. It has a bump on it and it's
about it, but he didn't seem too way too wide. Everyone says I'd be
interested in meeting the boy, so we really pretty if I didn't have this
just forgot about it.
awful nose. I've talked to my mom
Now, four years later, Maggie's about it and, she says I'll have to
husband called and repeated the
request: "Buddy wants to meet his
real father." Denny still isn't
interested. I have forgiven Denny
Downtown Murray
for this affair, and we are happier
now than we have ever been.- Our
children are 16 and 17 and we'vt
told them all about this situation.
They say they just want to be left
alone. Denny and I have decided to
put off meeting Buddy until he's 18,
and ifhe still wants to meet his real
father, he can come around on his
own. Until then we don't want any
involvement. Any advice?
BIG DILEMMA

Estee Lauder
brings you
a special offer
FACE-MAKERS '87

wait until I stop growing. Abby,I'm
only 13! I can't go on being miserable until I'm an adult. I want to
have a happy teen-age life. Isn't
there any *ay a 13-year-old girl can
get her nose fixed while she's young
enough to enjoy it?
It's really terrible to have your
friends call you "Honker." I've been
able to laugh, but Yin falling apart
inside. Please help me. I can't wait
any longer.
'HONKER'IN TEXAS
DEAR
HONKER: Your
mother is right. No surgeon will
"fix" your nose until you have
reached your full growth.
Please be patient, pretty girl,
and in about four years you'll
win by a nose.

Estee Lauder makes your face glow win ri7good looks.
Here, modern skinicare learns ug,reitt4he
And brightest
litkolor. We fast. fresh, and reaoiy •vhen you we in a zip-up
pastel bag.
Slat with refreshing MOW Makin Riese•ON Mow to
get skin aper clean. Then ckinly and protect sidn with lad
Addeo Probation Teak.Classic guise Perionaing Extract
the 244cur nourisher, promotes resiliency end good Wis. And
likudenom Cent Eye Creme works under makeup or at night
to help prevent dryness and lines Smooth on ModemsCon
leglytelion to relieve rough, dry skin all over. And color lips
in creamy richness with ItE4IUT111V lipstick or choose REHUMP/ AllOky Lipoid for real staying cower. There's even
a portable rnirror tor touch-ups on the go. Oiler good while
supplies Wk. One to a customer. Al prices subtect to change
thihout notice All products made in U S A
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More Estee Lauder beautyrnakers you might like to ay
Precision Lash %lowers Onyx Sapphire
10.00
Triple Creme Skin Rehstrstor 2 oz
25.00
WNW Linen Parton, Spray I 75 oz
26.00
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,Open,,,,„„hi.sundays,,WOMEN'S FASHIONS

DEAR DILEMMA: Your apparent lack of interest in Buddy
is obvious, but I advise you to
consult a lawyer to discuss your
legal obligation to the boy.
You've already made it clear to
all concerned that you want no
"involvement" with Buddy,
who surely must feel the pain of
your rejection. I urge you to
face whatever responsibilities
you have now. Postponing it
will not make them disappear.

COATS

DRESSES

Pant Coats• Dress Coats• Active Jockets
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OFF

Regular 88.00 to 200.00 Values

BOOTS
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OFF

Regular 38.00 to 79.00 Valves
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DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend is the
greediest person I've ever laid my
eyes on. Whenever we are invited to
a function, he eats like there's no
tomorrow. I hate to go to any kind
of buffet with him. He piles up his
plate with so much food, some of it
falls on the floor! My friends don't
like to have him over for this
reason, and I hate to invite him to
myhouse for dinner.
He feels no shame when others
laugh at him for being such a pig.
It's really nauseating to watch him
stuff his face. He eats as though he
hadn't eaten for a week. I am not
exaggerating.
He is not overweight, and he's a
very attractive and loving person when,he's not eating. Is there some
way I can get him to eat like a
normal person?
I have told him over and ovq
again how embarrassed I am to eat
with him, but it hasn't done any
good.
GOBBLER'S GIRL

I•1

Junior & Missy

SWEATERS
Junior & Missy

BLOUSES

Leathers & Knits
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Winter Fashion

Junior & Missy

, SKIRTS
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PANTS
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Savings up to 75% off on Clothing
Fashions By: Emmanuel, Esprit,
Liz Claiborne, Intuition and
Gregg. Sportswear
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE!
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All Hanes Hose 30% Off
All China, Crystal
and Silverware
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observations
•
•

by lochie hart
Recently James(Jim) Garrison
was the subject of M.C. Garrott's
"Galley" and also of a feature
story by Donna Newcomb, staff
writer for the Murray Ledger k
Times. I had not known about
Jim's experience in World War
And not until a few weeks ago in a
telephone conversation with him,
did I know he had two heart problems last season.
But I do remember one civic
need he met in 1967. Perhaps he included this one in his "about 4,000
meetings" he has attended since
he came to Murray to be manager
of the Ryan Milk Plant.
The one I'm calling to mind has
to do with the publication of the
Murray Woman's Club cookbook
that year. Edith Gowan (Mrs.
David J.) was the club president.
The former Jan Ciopton ( Mrs. Pat
Patterson) was ready for the copy
to be proofread. Toy Leming ran a
flying service and contracted to
take the book committee to Atlanta and return for us at the end of
the day.
The group that consisted of
Edith Garrison,(Jim's wife), Mrs.
Pauline Johnson and Barbara
Brown (Mrs. Tom), the advertising manager, and I took off that
morning in a threatening sky after
several calls to the Atlanta airport. Barbara sat in the front seat.
The other three in the back. I sat

behind Toy and could hear the
communication between Toy and
the Atlanta port. The weather
turned into a storm around Atlanta, the gas meter was hovering at
"empty" and we were ordered to
stay up.
We're out of fuel, bound to
land," Toy reported. The visibility
was zero. In spite of the orders
from below, Toy dove right
through the cloud and downpour of
rain and landed exactly at the
right spot.
Because of the landing violation,
Toy could not return to Atlanta for
us that evening. None of us was
prepared to spend the night. We
had to be in Murray next morning.
Barbara had left her medicine at
home and the two Ediths had
children to get off to school next
morning.
Here's where Jim Garrison performs one of his civic obligations.
His wife called him and told our
plight. He and the airlines arranged for us to fly to Memphis; and he
would meet us there at 7 a.m.
He kept his promise and was
standing at the landing gate in
Memphis about sun-up, sleepy
eyed and smiling. We five were
more than sleepy - exhausted.
Tom Brown was in Murray,
waiting for Barbara; the two
Ediths and Pauline were home
before the children were up. Jim

Ramsey's Discount Shoes
Prices Slashed
Large Selection of Ladies Shoes
S5 to S

0 Pair

Downtown Murray

753-3 1 20

HALF 11110E
WINTER 10E

had done his scout duty
• • •
Was the effort to publish this
1967 cookbook worth it? We
women think it was. The book continues to be the club's moneymaking project and has been
reprinted once. In turning through
the first edition last night, I was
saddened to read the names of
members, active then, who are
deceased. On the book committee,
just one of the five, Barbara. is
dead.
Thy, bless his generous heart,
was killed in a storm while flying
through the mountains in East
Tennessee on another assignment.
Even though Jim has retired, I
predict that life is just beginning
for him and Edith. They have experienced much and are tree to fill
the hours doing things they've
been denied because of the lack of
time.
• • •
Recent accomplishments by
some of our natives I am happy to
report
Miss Lori Kuehn, a December
graduate of Murray State,
reported on New Year's Day to her
Job assignment in Tulsa, Okla. She
majored in business in the department of accounting. Her position
is with the U.S. Department of the
Interior through the Regional
Compliance office. Her mother,
Mrs. Mary White, told he that Lori
was so elated with graduation and
having a job that she didn't get to
say good-bye to friends and acquaintances. Lori helped me in
housekeeping a few hours each
week and through this association,
I learned how dedicated to her
work and ambitions she is. And
she is an A student.
And I'm proud ofgranddaughter
Debbie's achievement. Last
November she won a trip to San

Diego which she did not take, but
she did accept an award for being
the highest salesperson, nationally
in her company, ICCZEL, which
sells computers and supplies,
Houston, Texas.
•••
We had a tow minutia 'with
Larry Lovett and Larry Lockhart
recently. Lovett is working in
CAllifornia ; Lockhart In Denver.
• • •
A Christmas present - a new
touch telephone with memory
dials is unique and useful. A bag
filled with Frances lIcKeel's kitchen goodies was left on my door
steps Christmas Eve.
• • •
I watch the development of
young friends. I'm impressed by
the loyalty to his customers and
his job of my paper boy, Gregg
Bennett. He is prompt in delivering the Ledger k Times and tosses
it on the porch - just outside my
door. Weather Is no bother to him
• • •
program of MurScout
Girl
The
ray continues to be left out of the
civic fund drives. Shouldn't they
be supported same as Boy Scouts?
•

•

Tinsley, Rt. 6, Murray;
Conrad DePriest, 607 Elm St.,
Murray; John Smotherman, 1416
Vine St., Murray;
Mrs. Alma Fortner, K-1
Southaide Manor, Murray; Miss
Corinne Wilson, Rt. 7, Box 870,
Murray;
Mrs. Conley Paschall, 1631 B
Farmer, Murray; Mrs. Kathleen
Farley and baby girl, 1011 Olive
St., Murray;
Danny Lee, Rt. 1, Box 386,
Sedalia; Mrs. Barbara Bucy, Rt.
1, Box 135C, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Deborah Thorn , 1101
Dunlap, Paris, Tem.; Miss Kellie
Williams, B29 Mur-Cal Apts.,
Murray.

Classic
Film Rentals
Bigger Than Ever
with
More Titles & Great Prices
Sun.
AT LEAST

507

SAVE
0
NOW!
off
ALL DIAMONDS
SOLITAIRES...CLUSTERS...
EARRINGS...PENDANTS...BANDS...
BRIDAL SETS...BRACELETS...ETC.

EXCLUDING: TRADE INS • LAYAWAYS• SPECIAL ORDERS

Thurs.

$ 75
2 Films for %.01

3 Films for $475
4 Films for $575

Fri. & Sat.
3 Films for $5511:::
4 Films for tro
5 Films for $85°
6 Films for $10"

Exchange Any Film For $1"
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

No Membership Necessary
Same Low Price For Everyone

Chostnut HNs Shopping Conte+
753-7695

CRASS FURNITURE
Downtown Murray
103 So. 3rd

753-3621

January
CLEARANCE

SALE

•
Laitise the above iNlICOMM stickers cm items throughout the More
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FOUR GENERATIONS - Mrs. Odle (01a) Morris, 87, of Murray,
seated center, holds her great-grandson, Craig Barrow. At her left is
Mrs. Martha Barrow, daughter of Mrs. Morris and grandmother of
Craig. Seated at right is Dwayne Barrow, grandson of Mrs. Morris,
father of Craig and son of Mrs. Barrow. Standing behind Dwayne is
is wife.

DATEBOOK
(Coat'dfrom page 4)

Hairdressers will meet
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet Monday, Jan. 12,
at 7 p.m. at Leta's Beauty Salon, Coldwater Road and Dodson
Avenue. All members and other interested hairdressers are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.

Concert Saturday at Calvary
The McKeithens will present a concert at Calvary Temple,
Highway 641 South, on Saturday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. The group composed of Angie, Tim, Dixie and Rob was in the national top 10 for 1985 of
Gospel Music News. The public is urged to hear this special gospel
group, a church spokesman said.

Class will start tonight
A Prepared Childbirth Class will start tonight(Thursday) at 7 p.m.
In third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery. Sessions
also will be on Jan. 15,22 and 29. For information call Nancy Orr R.N.
at 753-5131, ext. 144, or 753-6821.

Murray team will compete
Murray High School Academic Team will meet Meridian, Ill., at 10
a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 10, in the Fourth Annual Academic Showdown
at Executive Inn Convention Center, Paducah. Fourteen other
schools competing Will be Mayfield High, Ballard County, Carlisle
County, Graves County, Marshall County, Lone Oak, Reidland,
Paducah Tilghman, St. Mary, Hopkinsville, Centralia, Ill., Marion,
Murphysboro, Ill., and Cape Girardeau, Mo. The showdown,
sponsored by Heath High School's National Honor Society and corporate sponsors, will award $150 for first place, $100 to second and 450
for third, according to Brenda Thompson, club sponsor. The event
will start at 9 a.m. with registration to begin at 8:30 a.m. Moderators
will be Dona Rains and Bonnie Workman.

Horse show planned Friday
New Providence Riding Club will sponsor an open horse show on
Friday, Jan. 9, at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray. Admission will be $2.

Lindsey Paige Farmer born
Mr. and Mrs. David Farmer of Rt. 7, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter, Lindsey Paige, born on Wednesday,Dec. 31, at Community
Hospital, Mayfield. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Johnson,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Richard Wiggins, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Mr. and Mrs.
Don Farmer, Rt. 7, Mayfield.

Michael Dylan Douglas born
Mr and Mrs. Michael Douglas, Rt. 1, Mayfield, are the parents of a
son, Michael Dylan, born on Wednesday, Dec. 31, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L.
Canter of Mayfield and Mrs. June Douglas of Garland,Texas, and the
late Carl J. Douglas.

Kristin Michelle Eldridge born

Inside
JEWELERS

Mrs. Odie(0b)Morris,87, of Murray,sealed center, bolds her greatgreat-grandssa, Joshua Morris. At left is Mrs. Dianna Mortis, greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Morris and mother of Joshua. Standing is
Mrs. Betty Johnson, granddaughter of Mrs. Morris, grandmother of
Joshua and mother of Dianna. At right is Mrs. Catherine Wicker,
daughter of Mrs. Morris, great-grandmother of Joshua, grandmother
" of Dianna and mother of Mrs. Johnson.

•

Max Hurt is taking advantage of
the hours he spends in the local
hospital by taping the things of his
era. A granddaughter in North
Carolina is turning the reports into
typed manuscripts.
Max reported that A. W. Simmons, a patient, fell and broke a
shoulder bone this week.
• • •
Ger.ry Reed, employee of
Calloway Public Library, tells me
that she is placing the final inclusions in the Photographic Potpourri of Calloway County. It will
be ready for the printer soon. The
price is $25. Nothing that happened after 1930 will be included.

Two babies and dismissals
listed by hospital officials
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Jan. 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Ross baby boy, parents, Rachel
and Junior, Rt. 1, Box 678, Hardin;
Walker baby girl, parents,
Elizabeth and Richard, Rt. 6, Box
23, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Porter Chilcutt, 1108 Olive St.,
Murray; O.T. Causey, 414 South
Eighth St., Murray;
Hervie Henderson, Rt. 2, Hazel,
c/o of Eva Hook ; Pete Rhodes, Rt.
4, Murray;
Earl Lee, Rt. 6, Murray; Virgil

Five generations featured

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Eldridge, Rt. 1, Almo, are the parents of a
daughter, Kristin Michelle, weighing eight pounds, measuring 20 inches, born on Wednesday, Dec 31, at 11:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have one son, Michael Paul, 4. The mother is
the former Karen Bynum. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William
Eldridge, Rt. 3, Murray,and Dale Bynum,Rt. 1, Murray, and the late
Mrs. Eva Bynum. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Irene Bynum of Rt.
3, Murray, and Riley Dunn of Murray.

We've got tables packed with
merchandise reduced 50 to 75%!
Check us out daily to see what we
add to our discount tablet),

Bel Air Center
lb
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Miller and Dick vows solemnized

•

Miss Donna K. Miller and Randall W. Dick were married in a
candlelight ceremony on Friday,
Dec. 5, at 7 p.m at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert M. Miller of Murray. She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Dallis Miller and the late
Elmer Miller, and of the late Mrs.
Louise Outland, and the
stepgranddaughter of Vogal
Outland, also of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Dick. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Burkeen of Dexter and of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Dick of Hardin.
The Rev. Eulas Greer officiated
at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Pat Greer, pianist.
The altar was centered with a
15-branch brass candelabrum
flanked by green ferns on brass
stands.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a gown of soft white
chiffon. The filigree bodice was
enhanced by a sheer yoke of
English net outlined in delicate
Schiffie embroidery. The full skirt
and attached chapel train were
designed with an added tea length
chiffon peplum. Bands of embroidered organza defined the
waistline and cuffed the full sheer
sleeves.
The bride wore a bandeau of silk
pearled flowers with attached
fingertip veil. Her bouquet was
designed in a bridal cascade using
silk wine and burgundy roses with
delicate burgundy ribbons. The
bouquet was designed and arranged by the bride's mother.
Miss Dee Dee Miller, sister of
the bride, was the maid of honor.
She wore a floor length gown of
burgundy and carried a bouquet of
burgundy and wine roses.
Miss LaCosta Beane was flower
girl. She wore a burgundy dress
and carried a basket with rose
petals.
The groom wore a full dress
French gray tuxedo. His boutonniere was a red rose.
Bobby McKinney served as best
man. M.J. Farley, nephew of the
bride, served as ring bearer.
Ushers were Grant Dick,
brother of the groom, and Bud
Miller, brother of the bride.
The men attendants wore
French gray tuxedoes.
Mrs. Lori Potts presided at the
guest register.

GladysJarrett,
Director

POETRY IS
By Marie Jarrett

Writers' Potpourri will meet
Saturday, Jan. 10, at 910 a.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers of all ages, according to
Gladys Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
poems-irom the December Pot.
pourri as follows:
SEE
By Fraaktla Avalon hic(WIlum

Blind we become,
Looking with the eyes,
Things, to love,
People, to despise
A gift deep within,
- An emotional art;
Look with the eye,
But see with the heart
——
THE MAN
By Beatty Sitadereea

We all chose a man to reign
More than once his name is slain
I'm sure he wonders what to do
So do I, but have no clue
We all can see another war
If there is, there'll be no more
All we can do is sit and hope
And then pray to God to help us
cope.
I wonder a lot about this man
But if he can't do it, then who
can
Remember one thing
That man in the chair
It was you and I who placed him
there.
————
NUTS AND BOLTS
NAILS AND SCREWS

Mr. and Mrs. Randall W. Dick
Directing the wedding was Mrs. Eugene Dick, was at Seven Seas
Debbie Brock, sister of the bride.
Restaurant.
A reception followed at the
Bridal events given in honor of
Woodmen of World youth camp the couple include the following:
building.
A shower by the ladies of Scotts
The bridal table was overlaid c' Grove Baptist Church at the Comwith a white cloth and centered munity Room of North Branch of
with a floral arrangement. The Peoples Bank;
three-tiered wedding cake was
A bridal tea at the Community
connected to smaller heart-shaped Room of North Branch of P4oples
cakes on each side by ribbons. Bank with Donna Miller, Dee Dee
Silver and crystal appointments Miller, Debbie Brock and Nancy
were used.
Miller as hostesses;
Serving were Donna Miller,
A shower held at Brooks Chapel
Debbie Brock, Denise Beane and United Methodist Church with
Lisa Dick.
Emma Ramsey, Janneen
The couple left later for a short Burkeen, Shelda Keeling and Sue
wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn. McKinney as hostesses;
They now are residing on South
A personal shower given by
11th Street, Murray.
Alice Rouse, Barbara Paytes,
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by Kathy Cathey and Mary Ann Orr
the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. at the Rouse home.

RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — Actress
Stephanie Beacham, who plays
the reigning villainess on ABC's
"The Colbys," says her failed
marriage taught her to treat men
like playthings instead of
necessities.
"I will never, ever rely on
another man. This is one of my
reasons for wanting a financially
successful career," the British actress says in an edition of TV
Guide.

Ms. Beacham, who has two
children with actor John
McEnery, said McEnery left
shortly after the birth of their
9-year-old daughter. The two remain legally separated.
"I admit to a great weakness for
you men, but simply because my
need is there, it doesn't mean Jean
rely on you, or expect anything of
you," she says. "I regard you as
more my diversion or my
plaything — not the mainstream of

FAMILY

pan with spatula. Cool 30 minutes
more; remove sides of pan. Cool.
Chill. Garnish with pecan halves
before serving.
Nutrition information per serving: 380 cal., 7 g pro., 30 carbo., 26
g fat, 138 mg chol., 286 mg sodium.
U.S. RDA: 17 percent vit. A, 11
percent riboflavin, 11 percent
phosphorus.

BY NwAcY BYAI
Better Homes sad Garde
Feed Editor

Cheesecake purists say there is
nothing better than the rich, compact New York variety. This
cheesecake recipe, shared by a
California reader, is that type. It
won top marks from our recipe
tasters beause of the sensational
toasted pecan crust and caramel
filling.
Caramel Pecan
Cbeese-cake
1 cup graham cracker crumbs;
/4 cup ground pecans; 14 cup
sugar; 14 cup butter or margarine,
melted; 12 ounces cream cheese,
softened; 44 cup caramel icecream topping; 3 eggs; 2 tablespoons milk; % cup dairy sour
cream; 14 cup caramel topping;
Pecan halves
In a mixing bowl combine
crumbs, pecans, sugar and melted
butter. Pat onto bottom and 114 inches up sides of an 8-inch springform pan. In a large mixer
bowl beat cream cheese until flufcup
fy. Gradually beat in the
caramel topping. Add eggs and
milk; beat just until blended. Turn
mixture into crust. Bake in
350-degree oven for 40 to 45
minutes until center is set. Cool in
pan 15 minutes. Oombine sour
cream and remaining caramel
topping; spoon over cheesecake
Loosen sides of cheesecake from

•
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But my quidling and saving
have brought aatifacUon.
Many years later: Us nuts with
rusty bolts
They say our age is olden
Aches and pains are now our
portion
But we hold memories that are
golden

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

By Lyntaajolui

This habit I got from my grandpa Ike
In those old country days, what
was it like?
If something was broken, no
piece at hand,
And then no shop carried parts
for that very brand.
Then grandfather's box, all
covered with dust
Held the item, that now as a
must,
With the slight alteration and a
bit of a quirk
Grandpa soon made the broken
pieces work
History now repeats, and I'm
the one
Who though I need not, it's a
thing I've done,
Some say "As a hobby there's no
attraction."

Poetry is a silhouette
of some things one sees or wants
or a material need,
something felt
like sandpaper and velvet
an image to whet the senses
of taste or smell.
Poetry is a likeness of an idea
or expression of human emotion
maybe created by seeing a concrete lion
licking his majestic lips,
or a wallowing alligator
nabbing and clenching jaws
as a deer races by.
Poetry is a signal
of internal or external growth
Poetry is what the reader makes
it
Yet is it is
what the author intended.

'Murder, She Wrote' at top
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time television ratings
as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of Dec. 29-Jan. 4.
Listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation.
A rating measures the percentage of the nation's 87.4 million TV
homes.
1. (4) "Murder, She Wrote,"
CBS, 27.9, 24.4 million homes.
2.(5)"Golden Girls," NBC,27.0,
23.6 million homes.
3. (1() "NFL Football" —
"Denver vs. New England," NBC,

Nuts, they call us, my buddy and

26.6, 23.2 million homes.
4. (X) "Fiesta Bowl" — "Penn
State vs. Miami," NBC, 25.1, 21.9
million homes.
5. (17) "CBS Sunday Movie" —
"At Mother's Request," Part I,
23.3, 20.4 million homes.
5. (X) "Rose Bowl" —
"Michigan vs. Arizona St.," NBC,
23.3, 20.4 million homes.
7. (7) "60 Minutes," CBS, 23.1
rating, 20.2 million homes.
8. (10) "Growing Pains," ABC,
21.9, 19.1 million homes.
9. (9) "Dallas," CBS, 21.8, 19.1
million homes.
10. (11)"Who's the Boss?" ABC,
21,7, 18.7 million homes.

I.
If you'd like to know, I'll tell you
why
We save such items as those
above
And others, you wouldn't think
much of.
The metal rails from an old
bedstead
Are holding our snow tires, high
overhead.
Pulls from the drawers from the
old chiffonier
Now grace the desk of our
daughter so dear.
They'd cost just a pittance, that
we could afford
But having them there was our
saving reward.
We're badgered and kidded, but
when you ask
We'll find you pieces, to finish
the task.

Actress Beacham talks of marriage

FAVORITES
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my financial or emotion
nourishment."
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Vandells

Jan. 10th
Shows Start 8 & 10 p.m.
Dinner & Show
Show Only

Jan. 18th & 17th — 1 Show Fri. 8 p.m.
2 Shows Sat. 8 & 10 p.m.
Show Only
Dinner & Show

$21 00

105°

'1050

$21 00

Randy Travis
Jan. 23rd & 24th — 8 &
Show Only $1 325

10 p.m.

Dinner & Show $2375

Stanley Walker Nitely • Timeout • No Cover

PARKER'S FAMOUS
2+ 1

UNIFORM SALE
Buy Two & Get the Third One Free!
Sales Begins Now and Ends January 31
Entire Stock Reduced 20% or More
Nurse Mate Shoes Always Discounted 20%

PARKER'S
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Kentucky
(502) 247-8449

Extra Large Capacity

TWO-SPEED
WASHER
CAN SAVE
WATER ENERGY

Anderson's Place
Fall & Winter Sale

ADJUST WATER
LEVEL TO
LOAD SIZE

1/3

Save
On All
Fall & Winter Fashions
1-

•Prophecy
*Intuitions
•Villager
•Act I

• 2 wash and spin speed combinations
• 3 wash/rinse temperature selections
•a
dcctyivcalteesd—sro
eagkular, perm press. knits.

From Names Like
*Organically Grown
•Esprit
•Lanz

• 3 water level selections
• Filter-Flo* filtering system
• Porcelain enamel finish on
cover, lid and basket

Model WVVA8310G

SPECIAL

$398"
FREE DELIVERY!

GE. We bring good things_ to life.
'Large Inventory! •Complete Line of Parts!
•Easy-in-Store Financing! •Fast, Efficient Service!
•--Service -After The Sale

•

Mayfield Shopping Plaza

Paris Road

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 last Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy IL John Simmons Owners
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'Timothy Tinyfoot'
set for local.showings

`7Lor-

Choreographer Karen Balser teaches the tint of many tap-dance
routines to the cast of "George M!," a Playhouse in the Park dinner
theatre production to be presented in February .at the Boston Tea
Party restaurant.

The Playhouse in the Park will
preview its children's theatre tour
show "Timothy Tinyfoot"
January 24 and 31 at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The musical, written about a
boy who has tiny feet in a kingdom
where everyone else has huge
feet, is directed by David Lauby.
Featured cast members include
Rob Carpenter, son of Jim and
Katie Carpenter; Kelsey
Christopher, dughter of Ron and
Ellie Christopher; Laura Davis,
daughter of Albert and Emily
Davis, Catherine Hurt, daughter

Playhouse preparing
for dinner production

•

-

•

.
-

----

In just a few weeks, the Boston
Tea Party will once again become
the site of the annual Playhouse in
the Park dinner theatre. This
year's production will be "George
M!," the story of the great George
M. Cohan with Tony Powell in the
title role.
Also in leading roles are Lori
Vaughn as Nellie Cohan, Holly
Bloodworth as Josie Cohan and
Rick Knight as Jerry Cohan.
The cast also includes Elizabeth
Bailey as Ethel Levey, Shelley
Howell as Agnes Nolan, Molly
Ross as Fay Templeton and Pete
Lancaster as Sam Harris. Other
cast members are Pat Skinner,
James W. Davis, Gary Glass,
Vince Medlock, Ken Sutrick, Dale

Lloyd and Eli Knight.
Director Liz Bussey leads the
production staff of Karen Balzer,
choreographer; Tony Powell,
musical director; David Elliot,
stage manager and Alice
Crawford, costumer.
''George M!" will be presented
at the Boston Tea Party in Murray's Holiday Inn Feb. 5-8 and
1245. Ticket prices are $7 for
adults and $6 for students and
senior citizens with season tickets,
or $11 for adults And $9 for
students without- season tickets.
This price includes a buffet dinner
to be served before the show.
Reservations may be made by
calling the theatre box office at
759-1752.

Gigantic

Last year's tour show, "The
Devil and his Three Golden
Hairs," played to more than 2,000
chil4ren in 10 communities.
Organizations interested in
booking a performance of
"Timothy Tlnyfoot" can call the
Playhouse at 759-1752.

Dusty Wilson, Rob Carpenter and Kelsey Christopher rehearse a
scene from 'Timothy Tinyfoot" in which lanyfoot asks the King for
permission to take the Princess to the Shrilildng Well to cure her of
big feet. The touring production of the Playhouse in the Park will
premier Jan. 24 and 31 at the Calloway County Public Library.

Singer brings experience to stage

Black's talents dazzle music fans
By Ruth Perkins
Chances are, if you were lucky
enough to have seen the MSU
Theatre productgin of "The
Barber of Seville" back in
November, you were unaware that
the polish and facility of the performance you were enjoying were
produced by a new member of the
Murray State music faculty. Randall Black is not yet a name that
we in Murray have learned to
recognize, but chances are it's not
going to take us very long. Fine
musical performances are highly
valued here, and Black's considerable talent, drive, and experience will provide us with new
standards of excellence.
Randall Black came to Murray
last fall after completing the
coursework for his doctorate in
music at Indiana University. He
came, he says, for personal and
professional reasons; personal,
because he and his wife Kim were
looking for a friendly small-town
atmosphere in which to raise a
family, beginning with thirteen
month-old daughter Megan. Professional, because Murray offered
him the opportunity to combine
teaching with performance so that
he can enjoy the best of both
worlds. The fire and intensity of
professional performing allows
him to bring continually-renewed
doses of excitement into the
classroom, while the teaching
keeps him in touch with the basics

OOPS!
We Goofed
Due To Overbuying
Of Fall & Winter
Merchandise
We Are Having A

of Harold Hurt and Jean Hurt; and
Dusty Wilson, son of Bobby and
Glenda Wilson. Stage managers
are Carrie Germann, daughter of
Bill and Marilyn Germann, and
Merideth Julian, daughter of
Frank and Carol Julian.

Randall Black
and allows time for personal
growth and family life.
Music is, virtually by definition,
a performing art, and Black's
career has thus far led him back
and forth across the country. He
has appeared in concert with the
symphonies of Richmond,
Virginia; Atlanta, Georgia; Indianapolis, Indiana; and North
Carolina, among others. And his
operatic engagements have included principle roles with the
Santa Fe, Kentucky, Memphis,
and White Water Opera companies, in addition to his experience with the Santa Fe Opera
Apprentice Program and the
opera programs at Indiana and
Southern Illinois universities.
It was this substantial

Janurary
Clearance

Our next opportunity to sample
Black's prodigious talent will
come on Sunday afternoon,
January 18, when he will join four
other MSU faculty members — Irma Collins, Laura Thompson, Kay
Bates, and Carl Rogers — in concert. The Camerata Singers will
perform works by Brahma,
Mendelssohn, Bizet, and
Monteverdi at 3 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts building on the campus
at Murray State.
Since the admission is free, you
won't find a better bargain
anywhere. Chances are, it'll be a
very special experience for all of
US.

'Brighton Beach Memoirs'
begins MSU Theatre season
"If this is a new season, it must
be time for another play by Neil
Simon!" That has been said on
Broadway since 1961, and it is now
being said at the Murray State
University Theatre, where
preparations are underway for the
production of "Brighton Beach
Memoirs". Auditions for this comedy will be held on Thursday,
January 15 at 7 p.m. in the
Johnson Theatre. Janet Kenney
will be the director. There are
parts for three men and four
women.
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" is
the first play in what has become a
trilogy of autobiographical works
by America's leading playwright.
These three plays have marked
the transition of Simon from a gagwriter who wculd do anything for a

laugh to a "seeker of truth" about
human relationships who can still
see the funny side of people.
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" is the
story of Eugene Jerome, a
teenager in Brooklyn who is preoccupied with sex and the New
York Yankees. According to one
critic, this play is for families who
know that the passwords to life are
"forgive and remember."
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will
be presented in the Johnson
Theatre on the campus of Murray
State University on February 19,
20 and 21. The MSU Theatre invites anyone who is interested in
auditioning for this production to
be at the theatre on January 15.
For further information, contact
the theatre by calling 7624421.

Artist Cooley uses
industry for ideas

1/3 TO
60%Off

PITTSBURGH (AP) — For Cynthia F. Cooley, there's nothing like
a roaring, sweltering glass factory
or a rusting, hulking steel mill to
spark the artistic senses.
Armed with a pair of goggles, a hardhat and camera, the 56-yearold painter heads straight for the
noisiest, grimiest, sweatiest section of a plant, going through
several rolls of film before pulling
out a sketchpad to record her
close-up impressions of a flaming
forge or a steel rolling mill in
action.

Fall & Winter:
* Dresses * Coordinates *
* Coats * Sportswear *
*Plus Sizes * Lingerie
* Accessories

•Soft Light
•Verticals
*Woven Woods

Central Shopping Center
. Murray, Ky.

background of professional experience that enabled Black to
make "The Barber of Seville" a
memorable evening for Murray
audiences. As Stage Director for
"Barber," Black was responsible
for the movement, diction, timing,
and plot development of the
opera; he supervised the cUtting of
the considerably longer original
and even did some of the translation himself when published
translations were musically or
thematically imprecise. It would
have been a very different
"Barber of Seville" if Black had
not been involved. I don't think we
would have enjoyed it nearly as
much.

Terry's Paint & Decorating
Center
-

Southoid* Shopping Cotner

753-3321

•
•

It isn't until later at home that
the photographs and sketches of
this award-winning artist are
transferred onto canvas, and the
oranges and yellows and purples
and blues begin to take geometric
shape.
"It takes a certain kind of
strange interest to like big, rusty,
metal forms," she said. "Most of
the areas are very involved. When
you're looking at the machinery,
there's a great deal of confusing
thinP gob%
_
"It's kind of damn to make a
composition out of it and simplify
It and make it into a painting that
holds together. Whereas the more
traditional kind of landscape that
has a few trees and a vine or
something is easier to compose."
Painting steel mills and factories is nothing new. In fact, the

genre dates to the 19208 and '30s.
However, few artists have focused
on machinery as Cooley has, according to Frances Venardos
Gialamas, past president of the
Associated Artists of Pittsburgh.
"Cynthia is really expanding the
Image of machinery as design in
and of itself," Gialamas said.
The daughter of an electrical
engineer, Cooley never encountered heavy industry while
she was rowing up in Minneapolis
during the '308 and '40s. She
studied art at Lawrence University in Appleton, Wis., and later at
the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design and the Boston Museum of
Fine Arta School.
At the time, her primary interest was landscapes. That quickly changed, however, after she
and her husband, Bill, a professor
of educational research, moved to
Pittsburgh with their two children
in 1964.
"I thought,'Oh, what am I going
to paint?' she recalled. "I started
looking at the hillsides. Then I
started looking at the river valleys
and I got interested in the barges
and the steel mills — all smoke."
So far, Cooley has done about 300
industrial paintings, some of
which have fetched as much as
32,200 to S2..300.
Twenty-seven of her pieces
recently were exhibited at the Pittsburgh Center for the Arts.

-
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Unemployment rates go up in
117 counties across the state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - November, compared with 37 in
Unemployment rates increased in October and 74 in November 1985,
117 of Kentucky's 120 counties It said.
The jobless rate in the Lexington
from October to November and
resulted in a large jump in the metropolitan area - Fayette,
statewide rate, the Cabinet for Boucbon, Clark, Jessamine, Scott
and Woodford counties - rose
Human Resources said.
The statewide rate was 7.9 per- from 4.1 percent in October to 4.6
cent in November, compared with percent in November.
The rate increased to 5.9 percent
6.9 percent in October and 9 percent in November 1985, the cabinet from 5.4 percent in the Louisville
metropolitan area, comprised of
said in a report Wednesday.
A loss of 14,900 agricultural jobs Jefferson, Bullittt, Oldham and
at the end of the tobacco harvest Shelby counties in Kentucky and
season was the main reason for Floyd, Clark and Harrison counties in Indiana.
the increase, the report said.
Rates went down in Carroll
Here was the trend in area
County, from 3 percent to 2.6 percent, and in Larue County, from
development districts:
6.8 percent to 8.8 percent, the
- PURCHASE - 7.9 percent,
report said. The rate remained at up from 6.9 percent in October.
Rates ranged from 5.3 percent-1r
5.6 percent in Christian County
Calloway to 10.5 percent in Marduring the period, it said.
Carroll County's 2.6 percent was shall County.
- PENNYRILE - 9.0, up from
the state's lowest rate, followed by
Woodford and Trimble counties at 7.8. Range: 5.6, Christian, to 13.1,
3.1 percent, Franklin County at 4 ,Crittenden.
- GREEN RIVER - 10.0, up
percent and Fayette, Oldham and
from 8.1. Range: 7.3, Union, to
Shelby counties at 4.1 percent.
Menifee County's 72.1 percent 14.9, McLean.
- BARREN RIVER - 8.5, up
was the highest rate, followed by
Elliott County, 20 percent; Mc- from 7.3. Range: 6.8, Simpson, to
14.4, Edmonson.
Creary County, 18.1 percent;
- LINCOLN TRAIL - 8.4, up
Carter County, 17.4 percent; and
Bath County, 17.1 percent, the from 7.0. Range: 5.4, Hardin, to
11.4, Marion.
report said.
Fifty-sie counties reported rates
KIPDA - 5.9, up from 5.4.
of 10 percent or higher in
Range: 3.1, Trimble, to 7.6,

Reagan requests $2.2 million
to restore White House exterior
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan is asking Congress
for $2.2 million to strip 30 or more
coats of exterior paint off the
White House, restore the original
sandstone walls underneath and
possibly locate the lost cornerstone that was laid in 1792.
Reagan's request was contained
in his proposed $1.02 trillion
budget for fiscal 1988, which
begins Oct. 1, as part of a $126.7
million provision to finance the executive office of the president, including housekeeping and
maintenance of his White House
residence.
James Allen, assistant White
House usher whose office will
supervise the project, said the $2.2
million budget request will pay for

completion of a painstaking paintstripping and wall restoration project by the turn of the century,
after two decades of work.
Restoration has been finished on
the North Portico, which faces
Pennsylvania Avenue, and on the
east side of the Executive Mansion, adjacent to the Treasury
Department. Restoration of the
two walls on either side of the
North Portico are to begin next
year, followed by work on the
south and west sides.
Allen said the exterior walls are
covered by 30 to 36 layers of white
paint. The original layer was applied in 1797. "There are so many
layers now that everytime we
paint, it peels right off," he said.

EUREKA SALE
EUREKA
UPRIGHT

t.tit tick.%

Spencer.
- NORTHERN KENTUCKY 5.3, up from 4.9. Range: 2.6, Carroll, to 7.9, Gallatin.
- BUFFALO TRACE - 8.4, up
from 7.2. Range: 7.1, Fleming, to
11.4, Robertson.
- GATEWAY - 14.7, up from
12.3. Range: 9.2, Rowan, to 22.1,
Menifee.
- FIVCO - 11.7, up from 10.5.
Range: Boyd, 9.1, to Elliott, 20.0.
- BIG SANDY - 13.0, up from
12.1. Range: 10.7, Floyd, to 16.2,
Magoffin.
- KENTUCKY RIVER - 13.7,
up from 12.0. Range: 12.0, Owsley,
to 16.2, Lee.
- CUMBERLAND VALLEY 12.0, up from 10.4. Range: 9.2,
Knox, to 15.5, Jackson.
- LAKE CUMBERLAND - 9.4,
up from 8.1. Range: 5.1, Taylor, to
18.1, McCreary.
- BLUEGRASS - 5.8, up from
5.0. Range: 3.1, Woodford, to 15.6,
Powell.
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Clarke warns of
approaching
financial gloom
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Rep. Joe Clarke and Sen. Mike
Moloney, the chairmen of the
House and Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committees, respectively, were nicknamed the
"Gloom and Doom Brothers" a
few years ago.
Clarke, a Danville Democrat,
and Moloney, a Lexington
Democrat, spent their time accurately predicting dire financial
times for state government.
Clarke revived his part of the
act again Wednesday, warning of
a fiscal nightmare in the coming
years unless the General
Assembly acts in 1988.
Legislative commitments, faul-

ty revenue projections, an ailing
workers' compensation program
and a failing economy will come
home to roost like buzzards on the
state's doorstep, Clarke told his
colleagues
Clarke even apologized for the
bad news.
"I didn't want to ruin your day,
but I thought we ought to start
talking seriously about what's going to happen in 1988," Clarke
said.
Clarke first noted the education
programs and accompanying tax
increases that were adopted during the 1985 special session of the
legislature.
"We've already created a major
financial" problem for ourselves
with what we did for education,"
Clarke said.
While the tax changes will bring
In approximately $80 million per
year, the cost of the education programs will grow from $115 million
this fiscal year to $277 million by
fiscal 1990, Clarke said.
Clarke also noted that revenue
projections for the cgrrent year

have already been scaled down by
$88.5 million. The Revenue
Cabinet did not revise its projections for next year, but Clarke said
there probably will be a shortfal
again.
The workers' compensation program already has been found to
have $1.6 billion more in claims
than it has in assets, and Clarke
warned the ultimate bill could be
even higher.
• "It will blow your mind when
you finally find out about the
numbers in the unfunded liability
of the special fund," he said.
The growing problems of the
federal deficit and the trade
deficit also threaten the econom v
Clarke said.
Added to all of the above, Clan.
said, there are 300,000 Kez.
tuckians who cannot afford
medical insurance but also do
qualify for programs silth a
Medicaid.
"I guess we can push it unde
the rug again, but it's real,
Clarke said.

New Owner's
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Cordless Rechargeable
Hand Vac
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AVE $20.00

$
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EMT CS EASILY

Model 1425

STOREWIDE

LIST '39.95

Model 84A

'6995
4.0 Amp Motor

• Telescoping nozzle gets into hard-to
reach areas.
• Easy empty dust cup-no bags.
• Convenient charging stand.
• Easy carry hole-in-handle grip.
THE BETtEN HAND VAC,

• 4 Pugilism Dial-A-Nee
• Dual Edge Kleiner*
• Power Driven Beater Bw Brush Roll
• Top Loading Large Capacity
Disposable Dust Bag
• Powerful Motor
• Mel Motor Hood

$30.00
OFF
E*mks
Upright
With VlbraGiOomer
Model
1458

Model 1489
4.8 Amp Motor

• 6 Position
Dial-A-Nap'
• Dual Edge
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Murray Home & Auto has been purchased by the All
Seasons Corporation.In order to make room for new
merchandise,everything in the store has been reduced and now is on sale.
*Paint
•Kitchenwares
*Tools
*Electronics

*Plumbing Supplies
•Gas Grills
'Toys
'Nuts & Bolts

Sporting Goods
*Auto Supplies
*Lawn & Garden Supplies
*And Much More

HURRY!

$

Klemm*

Sale Good Through Jan. 10

Murray Home & Auto
Purdom's
Furniture & Appliance
202 S. 50,

Woo Side of Ward Mins as oho Square
Murray

Chestnut Street
k,.

Phone
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Illy‘-'111
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753-2571 *
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UK loses decision to
Alabama's Tide, 09-55
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Wimp
Sanderson's fierce game scowl
turned into a big smile with
Alabama's victory over ninthranked Kentucky.
The unranked Crimson Tide,
preseason favorites to win the
Southeastern Conference tile,
snapped Kentucky's 24-game winning streak at Rupp Arena with a
69-55 decision Wednesday night.
"Because Kentucky is the
basketball power that it is, this
win makes it a bit more important
than others to our fans back home
and to the coaches and players,"
Sanderson said. "But we can't afford to get too high on victory.
"We have beaten UCLA and St.
John's, but this was as big a win as
we have had."
It marked Kentucky's first loss
at home since Feb. 24, 1985, and
equaled the biggest defeat
margin, dating back to Alabama's
78-64 victory on Jan.
1980.
Forward Jim Farmer was a big
factor in the second half for
Alabama, scoring 90 of his 22
points. He was coming off a two
for 14 shooting performance in a
64-4S victory over Mississippi

12,

"I haven't been playing real
well lac1 I wanted to &me up here
and have a good game against
Kentucky," said the 6-foot-4
senior, "and L did."
Alabama improved to 9-2
overall and 3-0 in the SEC while

Kentucky fell to 7-3 and 1-2.
The Crimson Tide never trailed
In the game, but didn't take control until a 9-2 run in the second
half that opened a 54 4 2
advantage.
Center Derrick YeKey got the
spurt going with a baseline jumper
with 13:31 to go, and it ended on
Farmer's soft 10-footer at 9:41.
Kentucky got no closer than
59-53 on center Rob Lock's threepoint play with 5:52 left. The
Wildcats didn't score again until
Lock's short bank shot with 30
seconds to go.
Alabama shot 57.7 percent from
the field, making 30 of 52 shots.
Kentucky hit a season-low 20 of 51
for 391 percent, including a
disastrous four of 19 from threepoint range.
-Alabama was a real good
team," said Kentucky guard Rex
Chapman, who hit only three of 11
shots and finished with nine
points. "They might be the beqt
team in the conference. They
played 'a tough man-to-man
defense and they controlled the
tempo of the game."
Alabama held leads of six points
in the first half, 7-1 on Mark Gottfried's thhe-point basket at 18:22
and 20-14 on Farmer's basket at
8:53.
Kentucky, however, trailed only
31-29 at the half as freshnian guard
Derrick- Miller tallied 12 of his 14
points.
McKey, a 6-9 junior center, top(Cont'd oa page 11)

Racers win 22nd straight home game
behind forward Eversoll's 17 points
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Consistency and strong support
from newcomers are the two
things Racer coach Steve Newton
Is looking for these days and last
night he saw a little of both.
Jeff Martin, the OVC's leading
scorer averaging 20.9, continued
his strong play, scoring 18 points,
collecting three rebounds and getting three steals. But it was Craig
Eversoll, a transfer from Virginia
Tech, who lead the Racers.
Eversoll, a 8-8 forward, recorded 17 points and six rebounds as
the Racers walloped IUPUIndianapolis, 85-64.
"Coach has been talking about
establishing an inside game to
take the pressure off of Don
(Mann) ancVeff," Everson said.
The Racers carried a healthy
42-21 lead into the half, but the
Metros fought bs4 cutting the
lead down to 50-40, six minutes into
the second.
Mann, however, nailed a threepoint jump shot and Everson
came off the bench to Mt a threepointer from the top of the key and
IUPLTI was never able to get close
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Racer forward Craig Eversoll sinks a jumper for two of his 17 points.
Everson led the Racers to an 85-64 win over the Metros of IUPUI,last
night. MSU will open its OVC schedule, hosting Middle Tennessee,
Jan. 10.
pm.. by Clay Walker

"I was not pleased with our execution in the second half,"
Newton said. "I was afraid we
might have a little let-down.
Evansville was an emotional
game for us and this one was sandwiched between it and Middle
(Tennessee), on Saturday."
Mann,currently fifth in the OVC
in scoring and third in assists, had
a sub-par night. The 5-9 guard
scored nine points and tallied four
assists, but made five uncharacteristic turnovers.
"I think Don was a little flat,"
Newton said. Every game is not
going to be a diamond."
Freshman Doug Gold also had
nine points, off the bench. He also
grabbed four rebounds.
Sophomore center Wayne Tiller
scored six points and gathered five
rebounds and senior Tc,ney Ford

Lady Lakers split games

Need Wallpaper? Ask Janie

color prints
the very
same day..
Bring Your
Film To Us!

The Lady Lakers' freshman
team had a bitter-sweet week,
splitting two games.
Calloway County bounced
bask to beat Ballard County,
38-37, Jan. 6, after losing in
Benton, 37-22, Jan. 5.
Angie Miller scored with
seven seconds remaining giving the Lady Lakers their win.
Cynthia Garland scored 18
points and Miller 16. Garland

40% off

• Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
with this ad

MURRAY STATE- Martin 7-13,
2-2, 16, Everson 8-10, 0,0, 17, Tiller
2-4, 2-2, 6, Kimbrough 1-1, 2-2,'4,
Mann 8-7,41-0, 9, Ford 2-8, 0-1, 5,
Mensey 1-4, 3-4, 5, Gold 8-3, 3-4, 9,
Quarles 0-0, 0-0, 0, Jackson 1-1, 1-2,
3, McClatchey 3-4, 1-2, -7, McQueary 0-0, 0-0, 0, Ogden 1-1, 0-0, 2.
TOTALS- 38-55, 14-19, 85.
IUPU- Indianapolis- Fitts 0-2, 0-0,
0, Bingham 7-16, 0-0, 14, Roach 5-5,
0-0, 10, Lath 3-7, 0-2, 8, Gibson 7-17,
0-0, 14, Schabel 5-9, 0-0, 10, DRAB
0-4, 44, 4, Fernandes 0-1, 0-0, 0,
Card 0-2, 0-0, 0, Becker 0-2, 0-0,-0,
Helm 0-2, 2-2, 2, Wheeler 1-2, 0-0, 2.
TOTALS- 28-69, 6-8, 64
Attendance- 1450

"They shot the way we thought
they could shoot," he said. They
had been shooting 51 percent on
the year."
The Racers improved their
record to 7-5, while the Metros fell
to 10-4.
"I think overall we did all
right," Martin said, after surpassing his point total of all of last
season, as has Mann. "We didn't
play half as good as we did against
Evansville and we didn't play half
as good as we need to to beat Middle, Saturday night. But we'll be
ready for them. Opening up the
conference, we have to be."
The Racers host the Blue
Raiders, putting their 22-game
home winning streak on the line.
Jan. 10, at 7:30 p.m.
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Homeplace Family Restaurant
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Olympic Plaza. Murray
759-9347
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and Miller also led the team in
rebounds with 11 and six,
respectively.
"Ballard was one of the best
teams that we've played,"
coach Mina Todd said.
"Ballard and Benton were."
Benton downed Calloway
despite a 10-point effort from
Miller and Garland's eight
points.

had five points, four assists and
two rebounds.
Robert cCiatchey, 6-7, scored
seven poin to go with a pair of rebounds. He also blocked a shot.
Center Wayne Tiller scored six
and had five rebounds.
Although he was disappointed
with his team's execution, Newton
was not caught off guard when the
Metros cut the Racer lead in the
second half.
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Mahoney, Morris top choices for Racer job
When all is said and done and all of the speculation has ended, the
determining factor for who becomes Murray State's new head football coach will be simple.
The Racers' head job will likely be filled some time next week,
however, the decision is, for all practical purposes, already narrowed
down to two candidates.
Former Racer assistant Mike Mahoney and Mayfield High School
coach Jack Morris are the two leading candidates, each with strong
arguments.
Mahoney's probably the odds-on favorite, right now. If for no other
reason, he has former Racer coach Frank Bearner's endorsement.
tilt, in and of itself, looms big as the committee of Johny Reagan,
Steve Dill and Dave Perrin contemplate their decision.
"I know everybody has a great deal of respect for Frank, as I do,"
Mahoney said in a phone interview from San Diego, where he is attending a coaches' convention. "I'm in-debted to him for reccomending
me."
Mahoney, currently an assistant at Kansas was a member of
Beamer's original staff at Murray.
"It was in the back of my mind when heft," he said. "If Frank ever
left and the job was open I'd want it."
His strong point is his familiarity with the Racer program. That is
the prifnary reason Reamer endorsed him.
"He knows the situation," Reamer said. "He knows the players
who are here now and is familiar with our recruiting."
- "I'd call the press box on Saturday and find out how they were doing," Mahoney, who has only been away from the Racer camp for a
year, said. "I've kept in touch with the program."
Morris, however, believes that he can recruit as well and, although

-What distressed me was when we (MSU) were playing Middle
Tennessee for the OVC championship and only about 3,000 showed
up," Morris, who attends most of Murray's home games, said.
"Maybe I'd create a little intrigue anyway."
Other strong candidates include former Akron coach Jim Dennison
and Kentucky assistant coach Jack Hallum.
Mike Ditkens, another former MSU assistant, now assisting Mike
Gottfried at Pittsburgh, is a long-shot at best.
Mahoney and Morris have impressive credentials for the job. Most
of the local media seem to be leaning toward Morris, however, the
media won't be making the selection.
It could very well boil down to whether the committee is willing to
take a chance on someone with no college experience or make the
safe choice of someone who will likely keep the progam running at its
current pace.

Clay
Court
By Clay Walker
Sports Editor

he probably wasn't considered a strong candidate when he applied
for the job six years ago because of lack of college experience, he
thinks times may have changed.
"Being around football for as long as I have, I know news media
people from Louisville down to here," Morris said. "I also know
about every high school coach in Kentucky on a first-name basis."
Morris has compiled an incredible 181-36-2 record and four state
championships as the Cardinals' head man. While Morris said he
would like to recruit more local players, he does not plan on breaking
any of the Racers' current veins, such as Florida.
In addition to 22 years of football experience, Morris, a Murray
State graduate, thinks he could bring added appeal to area fans,
which could bring in bigger crowds to Roy Stewart Stadium.

Although he hasn't reeeived an anwer one way or the other,
Reamer has offered several of his coaches here positions at Virginia
Tech.
Larry Creekmore, Keith Jones, Steve Marshall, Bud Foster and
Duke Strager have been asked to loin their old boss on the Hokie staff.
"The people (on his Murray staff) that I did not offer a job shows no
reflection on them," Beamer said. "If! could have offered them all a
job here I would have.
"I really believed that at the end of the year our coaching staff was
right where it neede0 to be. And I would really rather have some
carry-over for next year."

Louisville opens Metro conference with win
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
Louisville hasn't regained the
spark that took it to the national
championship last year, but the
Cardinals were good enough to
shoot down Florida State's high
hopes with a 73-64 victory in the
Metro Conference opener for both
teams.
Senior forward Herbert en/0k
sparked a 157.2 Louisville spurt
early in the second half that
vaulted the Cardinals past the
Seminoles in a foul-filled game.
The contest was stopped several
times because fans threw debris
on the floor.
"This was one of the very few
times we've worked hard for 40
minutes," Louisville coach Denny
Crum said. "We've had a real problem with the mental aspects. I
don't know how well we played,
but even if we had lost I would
have been pleased.
"It was probably our best game
for 40 minutes and we needed it to

Kentucky. ..

beat this team because they're
good."
Louisville is now 7-8 and riding a
three-game winning streak.
Florida State saw its record drop
to 8-3.
Things were looking good for the

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.

ped Alabama with 25 points and
nine rebounds. Forward Michael
Ansley added 10 points and seven
rebounds.
"We were patient enough offensively to take the good shots,"
Sanderson said. "We got on the offensive boards as well. We put it
together on both ends of the floor.
All the little things we worked on
for this game came together."
Forward Richard Madison paced Kentucky with 15 points and
seven rebounds.
"Today was another one of those
days that we shot poorly, and like I
said before, we are a very inconsistent team," said Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton, who suffered
his first loss in Rupp Arena after
23 straight victories. "Sometimes
we play good and other nights we
play bad."
Alabama's next game will be
Saturday against Vanderbilt in
Tuscaloosa while Kentucky is on
the road the same day against
Tennessee.

"Don't Get Caught
With Your
Hood Up!"
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Greg's Vinyl Tops

But Crook scored six of his 12
points in the 15-2 Cardinal run to
put the visitors on top 55-48.
Florida State.never recovered.
Louisville's offensive production came from its veteran front
line of Pervis Ellison, Tony Kimbro and Crook. Ellison, a 6-9
sophomore, notched 18 points and
Kimbro added 13. Crum was pleased with the play
of Ellison, who.had been on a slide
in Louisville's past three gmes.
"Tonight, he played hard', he got
on the boards, blocked shots, intimidated people," Crum said.
"And when he's playing that way,
.
our team is a lot better."
Senior guard LaRae Davis led
Florida State with 16 points and
Randy Allen aided 10.

Full Line
of Products
Li Simulated Convertible Tops
E Stick On Body Side Molding in the Latest
Colors.
0 Pin Stripes

CI Luggage Racks, Deck Racks
E Truck Rails and Tailgate Guards

753-9841
Owners:
Greg and Rida Williams

1209 Center Drive
(off 641 North)

NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
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(Coard from page 10)

Seminoles early in the second half
as they pulled ahead much to the
pleasure of the crowd of 12,879. A
9-2 Florida State spree in the first
2:36 of the half gave the Seminoles
a 48-40 lead, their largest advantage of the game.
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Murray Cablevision's
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Chicago
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New Jersey 118, Washington 94
Philadelphia 109, Atlanta 102
Detroit 122, New York 111
Dallas 108. San Antonio 103
L.A. Laker. 147. Denver 109
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L.A. Clippers at Cleveland
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Indiana at Houston
L.A Lakers at Utah
Seattle at Golden State

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

TICKETS
TICKETS
TICKETS
msu vs. Middle Tenn.
Saturday, January 10
Women's Game 5 p.m.
Men's Game 7:30 p.m.

The Fun Way To Play
Bingo And Win Big
Prizes Is Now On
N
MURRAY CABLEVISION

P41.

G

Pick Up Your Bonanza Bingo Card
At Any Of These Stores.
Murray Rental & Sales

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

7534201
200 E. Main St.
Tony I Cindy

Olympic Plaza
753-2380
Roy lacKondreis

Sirloin Stockade
Sol Alf Canter
Ron Satin

Boyd's Auto Repair
South 12111 St.
753-1750
°wield Boyd

K-Mart

753-0440

641 N

Storey's Food Giant
11•1 Air Cantor
753-8322

7534015
Miro Rougher

Cliff Higginson
1

WAAW will Do an
Associate Sponsor
Downtown Ct. Sq. 759-1300

Purdoms Inc.
753-4872
Downtcrwn Ct. Sq.
Tommy Aliitandow

Trees Do-11 Center
Sol Air Cardiac

753-1390

Stye* cunningham
I

I

The Treasure House

The Shoetree

Southside Manor
753-8798
Atka & Flo

Scluthsid. Shc
"
ing laar"'"34339
Aire Loren

Carroll Tire

The Phone Center

I

Paint Plus
Downtown Cl Sq.
759-1979
Jamas Lawrence, Terry Melton
1

Let Us Cls•dc:
•Automatic Transmission
•Exhaust
*Carburetor & Fuel Injection
System
*Tune-Ups
•Oil, Filter & Lube
'Front End Alignment &
Steering
W. Use The
Allen Computor
Engine Analyzor
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
!REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER INC.
Estbl 1956
514 S. 12 St.
753-1750

MSU vs. Tenn. Tech
Monday, January 12
Women's Game 5 p.m.
Men's Game 7:30 p.m.

1106 Pogo*

753-1489

Franklin Carroil

Swami& Shopping Mono/753-0W
Judy Outland

Bold Liquidators
Downtown Ct. Sq.
Judy

753-3753

Illasters

First game starts next Tues..
Jan. 13th at 6:30 p.m. on Channel 34
You May Be One Of Our Big Winners

General Admission
and Reserve Bleacher
Children (Grades 1-12)

5.00
2.00

Ticket Window Opens at 4:45 p.m.
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Come To The

Social Security benefits may be subject to income tax

••••••••• ••••••

Up to half of the Social Security
benefits people received in 1986
may be subject to Federal income
tax, but mainly only for those who
had substantial income in addition
to their benefits, Bettye W
Williams, Social Security District
Manager in Paducah, said
recently.
In fact, more than 90 percent of
the people getting benefits will not
have to pay any tax on any part of
their benefits.
Every person who received or

repaid any Social Security Statement in 1986 will receive Form
SSA-1099, Social Security Benefit
Statement, before the end of
January The form will show the
net amount of Social Security
benefits received in 1986, and this
Is the figure a person should use to
figure if any of his or her benefits
are subject to tax
IRS Notice 703 will be included
with Form SSA•1099, and this work
sheet can be used to see if any
benefits are subject to tax

Second day of American
Quarter Horse Association Show
will start at 8 a.m. at Livestock
Show and Exposition Center at 8
a.m.
---"Symposium on Planning:
Reaching for a Higher Level of
Excellence" will be from 3 to 7:30
p.m. in Curti Center, Murray
State University.
---Murray State University
Libaries will he closed today.

Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet for lunch at 1 p.m. at Hong
Kong Etestaurant. For information
call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at
435-4143.

Weekend Special
with every 3 movie rentals
Get 1 FREE
Community... (Cont'd from page 4)
Members Get 2 FREE
Sunday,Jan. 11
Sunday,Jan.11
Pickup Friday Bring Rack Monday

Rent A VCR
For The Weekend

Onl

$9•95

Pickup Fri., Bring Back Monday
Your movie professionals
have over SS Vat's and
over 2251 Movie Mies
to choose from
Open Til 8 Friday

JANUARY
SPECIAL
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Solid Wood Tongue
And Groove Bookcase
Headboard With
Six Drawer Pedestal

$29900

Any Size

AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion

• Double Savings In January
Your Choice
First Year Interest Free
or
Pay Cash and Receive A
Discount Equaling
First Years Interest
Select Group of Sheets And
Comforters 30-60% Off
While Supply Lasts

Kroger Shopping
Center,

Paris TN.

CORNER

Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Stay4Daysin
Florida OEMs!
The Great North American Vacation Giveaway'
Includes Four Days and Three Nights of...

* Deluxe Oceanfront View Accommodations at Ramada'inn Surfside
or
Pirate's Cove for two Adults and two Children under 18 * Split of Champagne Upon Arrival * Welcome Continental Breakfast for two *
Discount
Coupons for Shows. Restaurants and Attractions * Walt Disney World
1-Day Passport lChoke of Magk Kingdom or EPC01)
The World's most farnous beach is the home of The Daytona 500. Jai Ala,
Dog Racing Only 70 minutes frbrn Disney World, enjoy exerting night life
sparkling dear water, a bex_rtrful white sandy beach, and a
vacation you'll long rememoer

the base amount is the smaller of:
*One-half of the amount over the
base amount, or
*One-half of the Social Security
benefits.
If combined income does not exceed the base amount, no benefits
are subject to tax.
If you need additional information about taxable Social Security
benefits contact either the
Paducah Social Security office
located on 547 Lone Oak Road,
telephone 443-7506; or the
Mayfield Social Security office
located on US Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8095.
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THE ACES

BOBBY WOLFF

"Ignorant men don't know iihat
good they hold in their hands until
they've flung it away."
- Sophoeles.

•A 7 5 4 2

NORTH

$17.99
Per Square

Cash ec Carry

Trims
Dorit
center,
Bel Air Center
759-1390
Prim Good at Marra, 'kers Oily

WEST

V Q2
•K 10 9 6 5 3
.397

SOUTH
South made his first mistake
•K6
when he won the club in his own
11/4 3
hand, committing himself to play
•A J 8 7 4 2
for a 3-3 break in one of the major
4A 8 5
suits. Since neither suit was accom- Vulnerable: Both
modating, the game was now des- Dealer: North
tined to go one down.
The bidding:

South actually chose .to try the
hearts so that he could save his
spade king for an entry to his diamond ace, but when hearts proved
to be 4-2, the game was well beyond
7
reach.

North -East
14
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Pass

It was correct for South to play
hearts instead of spades, but not in
the way that he did. The game
makes if South wins the first club
with dummy's king and leads a low
heart toward his guarded jack. This
play wins not only when hearts are
3-3 but also when East has Q-x or Qx-x-x.

South holds

South
West
2•
Pass
Pass
2 NT
3 4_
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Club deuce
BID WITH THE ACES

In today's case, East wins his
heart queen to lead a club, but South
is in control. He wins the club ace,
cashes his heart jack and then crosses to dummy's spade ace, assuring
himself of nine tricks.

1-8-B

•Q.10
•Q2
•K 10 9 6 5 3
•J 97

North South
1+
i•
2 NT
?
ANSWER: Three no-trump. No second choice. Slam should be beyond
reach and the nine-trick game
should be an easy one.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. P 0 Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1987 United Feature Syndicate

In celebration of our 25th year of serving the
West Tenn. and West Ky. area, we are offering
a FREE Florida vacation with each new car purchase or lease. This is a limited offer on a first
come first serve basis.
We make you our lowest competitive deal and
the vacation is a bonus value of approximately
$400.00.
One of the largest inventories in the Purchase
Area to choose from.
COUPON
iWith Any New Car Purchased Through Feb. 1, 19871
With.Mit gQikiRPD

1.•

Jim Suitor

Jerry Henry

Purdom Motors, Inc.
r

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern,

Oldsmobile—Pontiac—Cadillac Buick
1300 121 Bypass
Murray
•-

A

EAST
•Q 10

FREE FABRIC PROTECTION

L Wells Purdom, Jr.

1-8

•A K 6 5 4
•- - •K 6 3

Today's game makes easily if ei- •J 9 8 3
ther major splits 3-3. And if that's as II 10 9 8 7
far as South's reasoning goes, he's •Q
destined to lose his game.
4 Q 10 4 2

January Clearance

Super, Super Savings The Mo
ri
th
c of January

901-642-8008

GAS.
Shingles

Up to half of a person's Social
Security benefits may be subject
to tax if his or her combined income - taxable income plum nontaxable interest plus one-half of
the Security benefits - exceeds a
base amount
123,000 if the person files as a
single taxpayer ,
432,000 for a married couple filing jointly; or
$O for a married person filing a
separate return if he or she lived
with his or her spouse during any
part of 1986
The amount of ben-eats subject
to tax if combined income exceeds

RogIna West

foe
SISIIIISIA/ MOTORS COIPPO•Amur

- A.A.1)
14

• -Ifyi,
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Seven members of a Kentucky
family were treated for exposure
to a rabid dog during the final
weeks of 1986.
This should serve to emphasize
that rabies is not a "summer-time
disease" and also as a reminder
that the reported incidence of
rabies in Kentucky in 1986 was
more than twice that reported the
year before.
In the closing days of 1986, a
total of 106 instances of rabies had
been reported to health officials.
At the same time in 1985, only 42
cases had been reported. Heaviest
incidence seems to be in Christian
and Madison counties, and the
main reservoir in wildlife seems
to be skunks. Seventy rabid
skunks have been reported, ten
dogs and a few other animals.
Viral Disease
Rabies is a viral disease which
Is spread by animal bites. The
virus is present in high concentration in the saliva of infected
animals, and while it can enter the
body through mucuous membranes or open abrasions, this is
rare. It is almost always introduc-

ey,

,C.(46victiz4att,

ed through bites, where it invades
the nerve channels and then
makes its way to the Central Nervous System.
Once rabies symptoms appear,
the disease is incurable in both
animals and humans, and usually
fatal.
Two Forms
In animals, rabies is seen in two
forms— "dumb" and "furious."
Most people recognize the
"furious" form, which is the
typical "maddog" syndrome in
which the animal salviates
copiously and attacks anything in
sight as it hallucinates.
More difficult to detect is the
"dumb" form, in which the jaw
may hang open, the animal's
disposition changes and the
animal may atempt to withdraw
and hide, wanting to be left alone.
Vaccines Efb3clive
The virus itself is not affected by
cold weather, only the movement
of some of the wild animals which
may carry it and that not to any
significant degree. The only effective barrier between wild animals
and humans is vaccination of pets
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Goetz denies provoking black youths

and awareness on the part of
people.
NEW YORK (AP) — Bernhard
Various vaccines are now
Goetz denied he courted trouble or
available and are highly effective possibly provoked the four
black
if properly used. There is one type
youths he shot two years ago by
for dogs, another for cats, still sitting near them on a half-e
mpty
others for farm animals and some subway car.
exotic animals. Your veterinarian
In an interview with The
Is qualified to prescribe and ad-" Associated Press, Goetz
also said
minister the proper dose of the that although his accusers
would
proper vaccine for your animal. be humiliated by the
evidence at
He is also kept informed of the
his trial he was not certain of vinrabies cases reported in your com- dication by the verdict.
munity, and can give you the best
"I don't have much respect for
advice on whether to vaccinate. the New York
court system, so
While vaccines may sometimes what will happen will happen," he
be available in drug stores or on said.
the black market, you should not
The final deadline for accepting
attempt to give the shots yourself.
Improper dosage or use of the articles for the Community and
wrong vaccine may harm your Lifestyle section of the Profile 1987
animal, and you will not be legally special section to the Murray
protected if you give the shots Ledger & Times is Friday, Jan. 9.
Any civic or service organizayourself.
Your veterinarian is trained in tion wishing to be included in this
proper diagnosis and vaccination. section should submit an article
He gives you valid legal certifica- on their group by this date.
No articles will be accepted
tion that your animal has been
vaccinated. Rabies prevention is after this date for the Community
one of several contributions he and Lifestyle section of Profile
makes to the field of public health. j987.

— that he at least courted trouble
or possibly provoked the young
men by sitting near them on the
half-empty train.
"I took the first available seat,"
Goetz said. The four did not look
menacing until "they pulled a sur
rounding action," he said.

Goetz's trial on charges of attempted murder and assault has
been delayed indefinitely by his attorney's involvement in another
case.

Goetz was asked about assertions — voiced most recently in a
psychologist's book about his case

PIANOS & ORGANS
New and Used

USED
BABY GRANDS
We Refuse To Be Undersold
Organ Service Now Available On

LOWREY • BALD WIN • KIMBALL
Financing Available

KEYBOARDS UNIJ

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER • PADUCAH
Come

Ilialshome, Phew 442-0514

- ••••••

Prices Good
1-8-87 Thru
1-15-87
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Pfaff It'

99

2% MILK

eebler Saltine
1 Lb. Box

a

Bryan 15 /
1
2

orSI &

$ 109 CHILI WITH BEANS

TS
illIntte Cloud 4 Holt P1< y

89
59

Double 0 Pink

TOILET TISSUE

99 SALMON
3/$1 DETERGENT

$189
1534 Oz

Hunt's 15 Oz

Bush 16 Oz

esson Vegetable

IL

24 Oz

Eagle Brand Condensed

MILK

3/$ 1 TUNA

Betty Crocker 1834 Oz.

$ 129

14 0,

a,,, or elf-Rising

$ 169 LOUR

42 Oz

Three Diamond Chunk Lite

HOT CHILI BEANS

49'
99
'

TOMATO SAUCE

Fah

Bus
6R
16
Tli
Oz
ERIBEANS

We Accept
Food Stamps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quanitites

•

RACKERS

1407 Main St.
753-4682

634 Oz.

49

5 Lb.

6
9

F/av 0 Rich Lofat

$ 169

MILK

Gal

SPippy 18 Oz

CAKE MIX
Blue Bonnet

69'PEANUT BUTTER
39 POTATO CHIPS. Reg.

$ 169

Lays 614 Oz. or 7 Oz.

OLEO

Li)

Owen's Best
Family Pack

GROUND
BEEF

Welch's White 24 Oz

99'

GRAPE JUICE

$1.3999
'

Extra Lean

PORK
STEAK

0
97 $129

U.S. Choice
Western Grain Fed

ROUND
STEAK

SAUSAGE

1 49
Lb

Lb

3-4 Lb Pkg.

Williams
Hot or Mild 1 Lb.

17
Lb
9
2 Lbs. $3.55

Roneless $1.69 Lb.

PRODUCE

4ijiegiaLf

Snow White

bsL 89°
TOMATOES
Lb 59°
LETTUCE
49° & 59°
PEPPERS
4/$1
CABBAGE
19°
-F1.FRY
49°
MUSHROOMS

Green

111

U.S. Choice
Western Grain Fed Boneless

I km I) All 11,4eat

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST.. . Lb.
U.S. Choice
Western Grain Fed Boneless

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK.. . Lb.
Smoked 3 Pkg.

HAM TRIMMINGS
Extra Lean

PORK CUTLETS

Lb.

Extra Lean

BOSTON BUTT -

Lb.

U.S. Choice

CHICKEN FRY STEAK.

Lb

$ 199
$2'9
$ 100
$189
$ 1 19
$219

BOLOGNA

L

$

L

$239

I

$2
98

89

Ernge

AMERICAN CHEESE
()wen

Hest

B.B.Q. BEEF
Owen c Best (9 pcs whole)

$389

FRIED CHICKEN
Owen's Best Deb Made

COLE SLAW

Pt

$

1°9

t

$

1 79

Owen's Rost Deli Made

HAM SALAD
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THE FAR SIDE

Butcher fails to file plea'agreements, trial to proceed
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
C.H. Butcher Jr., three family
members and three associates did
not tile plea agreements by a
Wednesday deadline, so their
bankruptcy fraud case will proceed to trial, a court clerk said

Butcher, his father, son, wife
and the three former associates
last year were charged with helping the former financier conceal
assets from bankruptcy creditors.
Their trial Is set for Jan. 26 in
Chattanooga. said Dorothy

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

42 Possessive
pronoun
43 Dart
45 Hearing
organ
46 Agave plant
47 Smoothed
the feathers
of
49 Myself
50 Takes the
choicest part
of
52 The — of
Wrath
54 Flocks
55 Arabian
commanders

1 Classify
6 Measuring
device
11 Fixed portion
13 Wing-looted
14 Paid notice
15 Empowers
17 Nickel
symbol
18 Wire measure
20 Blemish
21 Fruit seed
22 Chimney
carbon
24 Native metal
25 Macaws
26 Mark left by
wound
28 Snuff*
30 War god
32 Sott mud
33 Is present
35 Falsifier
37 The sweetsop
38 River island
40 Let fall

DOWN
1 Apothecary s
weight pl
2 Wireless sets
3 Near
4 Expire
5 Vast ages
6 M Campbell
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A
A
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A ROT E A
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I
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0

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Local Correctional
Facilities Construction Authority
0.R AL
on Wednesday tentatively approvA A'
ed funding for new jails in four
P
U A
Counties
A T I
The projects will become final
PA
when fiscal courts in Pike, CampA
AD
bell, Oldham and Webster counI
AS
U
El ties approve
financing
T R U_ E
0N
S N A
agreements with the state agency.
Pike officials have tentatively
abbr
7 Three-toed
13 Sigourney
sloths
agreed to pay for-half the cost of a
Weaver tttrn
8 Above
16 Prohibits
9 Cheerful
NT

NI
S

10 Prepares for
print
12 Western
alliance

11111 II
1111
111

111

54

1111
Ill
11111
111
11 11
llll
51

52

53

55

Tobacco,price,
per hundred Was
$153.43 in state

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky farmers received an
average of 82 cents less per hundredweight for their tobacco at
Wednesday's sale, compared with
the previous day, according to the
Federal-State Market News
Service.
The average price per hundred
pounds was $153.43 Wednesday on
5,601,048 pounds of tobacco sold.
Franklin had the lowest average
price of $136.90 per hundredweight, while Cynthiana had
the highest of = $155.71 per
hundredweight.
For the season, Kentucky
farmers have sold more,than 324
million pounds for an average
price. of $157.36 per hun•
drechveight.

N

,
'

NO,I'VE NEVER RUN
WIN'NE HOUNDS .
MtfPADPC,NOU6H...
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HE SAID HE FELL IN A
HOLE,RAN INTO A TREE,
WAS STEPPED ON BY A 45
HORSE AND BITTEN
i
BY A FOX !

. ,tior
di# :
A

;
eli
t,
f

F:
,,

11_
.

I SAID TO HIM
0 THAT MUST HAVE BEEN
A LONG DAY..''
•

i

HE SAID'INO THAT ALL
HAPPENED IN THE
FIRST FIVE MINUTES!``

(( ,N,

.

i

1

I

I
8,S

NANCY

t
A
66

d

4tk•
1.
04111
11
mum
GARFIELD

544OOLD WE BE HELP UP
Tug PlExT TIME PEOPLI
To PUN IC RIPICULE JUST
CALL YO_Q LAZY,TELL'EM
BECAUSE WE SUBSCRIBE TO
4.00L1 WERE SICK WHEN
A KINETICALLY PASSIVE LIFEYOU WERE A KIP!
STYLE. WE SHOULD STANG'
UP FOR
OURSELVES!
WHY

BEETLE BAILEY

collapse, also faces federal
charges of bank fraud, moneylaundering and income tax
evasion.
He has been jailed without bond
since his February 1986 arrest
because government attorneys
say he has the means and willingness to flee prosecution.
In August, he was acquitted on
charges he defrauded investors in
his uninsured*Southern Industrial
Banking Corp. before it went
bankrupt.

New jails' funding tentatively approved

R
RU

19 Designates.
the site of
21 Mahe ready
23 Fruit cakes
25 Shun
10
7
8
9
6
5
3
4
2
1
27 Female ruff
29 Sick
31 Traps
11
12
33 Clothing
34 Extremely
14
16
15
terrible
36 Wanderer
ti3
21
19
2311 37 Between g
and
25
39 Chinese
27111
22 11
2411
faction
41 Newspapers
28 129
26 1l
collectively
32
43 A Farewell
01131
to 44 Existed
35
33
34
38
47 Cushion
48 Obstruct
41
38
40
37
39
51 Teutonic
deity '
44
42
45
53 Greek letter
43III
47
49
413
461
50

Parker, U.S. District Court Clerk
In Knoxville.
An eighth defendant in the case,
former Butcher accountant David
A Crabtree, has until Monday to
enter a plea agreement if he
wishes to do so, Ms. Parker said.
Crabtree, also is charged with
helping Butcher hide assets, currently is serving a 15-year
sentence for a previous bankruptcy fraud case.
Butcher, who headed the City &
County Bank chain before its 1983

By GARY LARSON

106-bed regional jail estimated to
cost $3.2 million.
Campbell County has proposed a
110-bed regional jail at a cost of
$3.3 million with the county picking up 40 percent of the cost.
Oldham County has requested 70
percent of the cost of a 71-bed
regional jail estimated to cost $1.5
million.
Webster County wants to build a
24-bed jail for its own use at a cost
of about $675,000. The county has
offered to pay for 30 percent of the
project.
The authority, which was
created in 1982, has provided
about $32 million for 23 jails
throughout the state. Funding for
the pro,jects comes from a $10 surcharge on all court fees.

"Yeah. My boss don't appreciate me either. To
him I'm just a gofer. 'Igor! Go for brains! ... Igor!
Go for dead bodies! ... Igor! Go for sandwiches!'
... I dunno — give me another beer."

CLASSIFIEDS
1

L•gal

1 .L•gal

1

.Legal

,Legal

1

Department of the Treasury/Internal Revenue
Service Notice of Sealed Bid Sale — Under the

Department of the Treasury/Internal Revenue
Service Notice of Sealed Bid Sale — Under the

authority in Internal Revenue Code section 6831,
the property described below has been seized for
nonpayment of internal revenue taxes due from
Anthony W. Childress. The property will be sold
at public sale under sealed bid as provided by Internal Revenue Code section 6335 and related
regulations. Date Bids will be Opened: January
20, 1987. Tithe Bids will be Opened: 11:45 a.m.
Place of Sale: Internal Revenue Service, 121 W.
10th St. HopiriturrWe, Ky.4240. Title Offered: Only the right, title, and interest of Anthony W.
Childress in and to the property will be offered
for sale. 11 requested, the Internal Revenue Service will furnish information about possible encumbrances, which may be useful in determining the value of the interest being sold. (See the
back of this form for further details.) Description of Property: An undivided interest in a mortgage due Anthony Wade Childress and Van
Wade Childress from Norman B. Kamhoot and
wife, Joanne F. Karnhoot in the origional amount
of 850,000.00 and recorded in the Calloway County Court Clerks Office, Murray, Ky. in Cabinet
2, Drawer 17, Card =O. Property may be Inspected at: Calloway County Court Clerks Office,
Murray, Ky. Submission of Bids: All bids must
be submitted on Form =2,Sealed Bid for Purchase of Seized Property. Contact the office indicated below for Forms 2222 and information
about the property. Submit bids id the person
named below before the time bids will be opened. Payment Terms: Bids must be accompanied
by the full amount of the bid if it totals $200 or
less. If the total bid is more than $200, submit 20
percent of the amount bid or $200, whichever is
greater. On acceptance of the highest bid, the
balance due, if any, will be required in full. Form
of Payment: All payments must be by cash, certified check, cashier's or treasurer's check or by
a United States postal, bank, express, or
telegraph money order. Make check or money
order payable to the Internal Revenue Service.
Nature of Title—The right, title, and interest of
the taxpayer (named on the front of this form)
in and to the property is offered for sale subject
to any prior valid outstanding mortgagee, encumbrances, or other liens in favor of third parties
against the taxpayer that are superior to the lien
of the United States. All property is offered for
sale "where is" and "as is" and without recourse
against the United States. No guaranty or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
validity of the title, quality, quantity, weight, size.
or condition of any of the property, or its fitness
for any use or purpose. No claim will be considered for allowance or adjustment or for rescission of the sale based on failure of the property
to conform with any expressed or implied
representation. Redemption Rights—The rights
of redemption, as specified in Internal Revenue
Code section 6387, are quoted as follows: Sec.
6837. Redemption of Property.(a) Before Sale—
Any person whose property has been levied upon
shall have the right to pay the amount due,
together with the expenses of the proceeding, if
any, to the Secretary at any time prior to the sale
thereof, and upon such payment the Secretary
shall restore such property to him, and all further proceedings in connection with the levy on
such property shall cease from the time of such
payment.(b) Redemption of Real Estate After
Sale.(1)Period. —The owners of any real property gold as provided in section 6835, their heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having
any interest therein, or a lien thereon, or any person in their behalf, shall be permitted to redeem
the property sold, or any particular tract of such
property at any time within 180 days after the
sale thereof.(2) Price. —Such property or tract
of property shall be permitted to be redeemed
upon payment to the purchaser, or in case he cannot be found in the county in which the property
to be redeemed is situated, then to the Secretary,
for the use of the purchaser, his heirs, or assigns,
the amount paid by such purchaser and interest
thereon at the rate of 20 percent per amium. Effect of Junior Encumbrances — Sec. 6839(c). Effect of Junior Encumbrances. A certificate of sale
of personal property given or a deed to real property executed pursuant to section 6328 shall
discharge such property from all liens, encumbrances. and titles over which the lien of the
United States with respect to which the levy was
made had priority

authority in Internal Revenue Old& section 6331,
the property described below has been seized for
nonpayment of internal revenue taxes due from
Van W. Childress. The property will be sold at
public sale under sealed bid as provided by Internal Revenue Code section 6335 and related
regulations. Date Bids Will be Opened: January
20, 1987. Time Bids will be Opened: 11:30 a.m.
Place of Sale: Internal Revenue Service, 121 W.
10th St. Hopkinaville, Ky. 42240. Title Offered: Only the right, title, and interest of Van W. Childress
in and to the property will be offered for sale. IY
requested, the Internal Revenue Service will furnish information about possible encumbrances,
which may be useful in determining the value of
the interest being sold.(See the back of this form
for further details.) Description of Property: An
undivided Interest in a mortgage due Anthony
Wade Childress and Van Wade Childress from
Norman B. Kamhoot and wife, Joanne F.
Kamhoot in the origional amount of $50,000.00 and
recorded in the Calloway County Court Clerks Office, Murray, Ky. in Cabinet 2, Drawer 17, Card
2230. Property may be Inspected at: Calloway
County Court Clerks Office, Murray, Ky. Submission of Bids: All bids must be submitted on Form
2222, Sealed Bid for Purchase of Seized Property. Contact the office indicated below for Forms
2222 and information about the property. Submit
bids to the person named below before the time
bide will be opened. Payment Terms: Bids must
be accompanied by the full amount of the bid if
It totals $200 or Wei. If the total bid is more than
2200, submit 20 percent of the amount bid or $200,
whichever is greater. On acceptance of the
highest bid, the balance due, if any, will he required in full. Form of Payment: All payments
must be by cash, certified check, cashier's or
treasurer's check or by a United States postal,
bank, express, or telegraph money order. Make
check or money order payable to the Internal
Revenue Service. Nature of Title—The right, title, and interest of the taxpayer (named on the
front of this form) in and to the property is offered for sale subject to any prior valid outstanding mortgages, encumbrances, or otherliens in
favor of third parties against the taxpayer that
are superior to the lien of the United States. All
property is offered for sale "where is" and "as
is" and without recourse against the United
States. No guaranty or warranty, express or implied, Is made as to the validity of the title, quality, quantity, weight, size, or condition of any of
the property, or its fitness for any use or purpose.
No claim will be considered for allowance or adjustment or for rescission of the sale based on
failure of the property to conform with any expressed or implied representation. Redemption
Rights—The rights of redemption, as specified
in Internal Revenue Code section 6337, are quoted
as follows: Sec. 6337. Redemption of Property.
(a) Before Sale—Any person whose property has
been levied upon shall have the right to pay the
amount due, together with the expenses of the
proceeding, if any, to the Secretary at any time
prior to the sale thereof, and upon such payment
the Secretary shall restore such property to him,
and all further proceedings in connection with the
levy on such property shall cease from the time
of such payment.(b)Redemption of Real Estate
After Sale. (11 Period—The owners of any real
property sold as provided in section 6333, their
heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having any interest therein, or a lien thereon,
or any person in their behalf, shall be permitted
to redeem the property sold, or any particular
tract of such property at any time within 180 days
after the sale thereof.(2) Price—Such property
or tract of property shall be permitted to be
redeemed upon payment to the purchaser, or in
case he cannot be found in the county in which
the property to be redeemed Is situated, then to
the Secretary, for the use of the purchaser, his
heirs, or assigns, the amount paid by such purchaser and interest thereon at the rate of 20 percent per annum. Effect of Junior Encumbrances
— Sec.6839(c).Effect of Junior Encumbrances
A certificate of sale of personal property given
or a deed to real property executed pursuant to
section 6288 shall discharge such property from
all liens, encumbrances. and titles over which the
lien of the United States with respect to which the
levy was made had priority
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Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
Offices.
Call
759-1674
after 16 a.m.

2

.Notic•

convert your old home
movies to video tape.
Quick service. Reasonable rates Call

901-60-7520 or 782-8362
after OP.m.

2

Notice

WE copy and restore
old photographs Also
hand oils and tints
Carter Studios. lid and
MahL 7624296

ARATTT"S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for DIM in-

stalled. 200 N 4th St.,
Murray. KY. 750-1001.

lit711-1714DE

2

Notice

Will clean
houses or
offices.
Call
753-3781 or
753-6298
after 5 p.m.
•
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2
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2
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6. Help Wanted

22

Musical

AIRLLNES now hiring
FOR SALE
New book just publish..
Flight Attendants,
NURSING ROME
lielnet-Comese nano Bergin
rid Step by Step How "Agents, Mechanics,
DISURANCE
Customer Service.
*Mei: lissesnobb pony to
to Start Your Own
Salaries to $50K. Entry
No age Unlit to apptam ove be roar* prevents
Business. 190 pages
positions. Call 805levoilm
on mime pima. Iles lonely.
ly. Our most compersonal and business
Ext. A-8156 for
687
Cal*. Perry 1401256-9600
prehensive policy
current listings.
information $6.95.
an. 608A
pays for Skilled, InMany people start on
termediate
or
almost nothing and
Custodial Care.
beams,independent on
24 Miscellaneous
With Medicare's
sale, start now. At
11' SATELLTT! with
new guidelines for
Aidens Book Store, PAurDrake receiver fully
hospital confineray, Ky. or Paschall
remote 2 years old.
ment,
Nursing
753-8680.
Salvage Co., Hazel, Ky.
Horne Insurance la"
2 YEAR old deep freeze,
$125. Call 436-2508.
more important
5. Lost and Found
GUMBO mudders and
than ever. For free
rims to fit 6 hole Chevy
LO§ - -1717C1 Te-mare
information call:
4x4, Also would like to
Lab, Penny Road. AnJerry McConnell
buy, 6 hole factory rims
swers to Max. Reward.
Insurance
to fit Chevy 4x4. 758-0658
Call 753-0798.
after 6:30P.M.
753-41911
LOST - near East Elem.
18-'81 FORD truck slid"tree keel del= service"
Silvery-gray male cat 9. Situation Wanted
ing glass, $35 Chevrolet
with white markings. Call
759-9980. Reward offered. 150 you need reliable 8-speed transmission,
child care with plenty of 1100. 350 Chevrolet enJoin Us For
love and space, with gine, $380. 350 Pontiac
6 Help Wanted
excellent references. engine, $250. GMC V-6
Worship And
Please call 750-4104.
engine, $250. 400 Chrysler
PART-TIME
EXPERIENCED house engine, $250. 178, 229, 305,
Praise
keeper will clean 350, 400, 896, 454 Chevrolet
HELP NEEDED
homes. Excellent re- heads, $75 a pair. GM
Sundays 6 p.m.
Small machinery
ferances. Call 751-8642 radiators, $35. 1967-72
Call 753-1622
Ford truck parts: windor 759-4604.
end tool
/ will baby& in my home shield $35, rear end $75,
maintenance
with
753-7217
doors $35, chrome bumafter Sp.m. Call 753-0145.
some sales.
WTLL do babysitting in pers $25, fenders $85, 3BETHESDA
Apply io person
your home. Have re• speed overdrive transferances. Call 901-885- mission $125, power
MINISTRIEA
Fri.. Jan. 9th
1/168. After Jan. 12th call steering $75, Wlllys Jeep
Running gear $400. All
at
115 S. 4th St.
750-9640.
parts guaranteed. Can
WOULD like to clean install.
Murray
Rental
Phone 753-6580.
PAM'S CAKE HUT
office or house. Call
would like to thank our
& Sales
753-8781 or 758-6298 after POR sale: mobile "DJ"
unit and lights. Great
customers for a great
5p.m. Have references.
for school dance and
year. We truly ap- BABYSITTER needed
parties. Extra income
preciate your business in my home. Mon-Fri. 10. Business Opportunity
and we pledge to con- starting in Feb. Re- INVESTOR seeks in- for devoted person.
tinue and serve the best ferences required. Call vestment. Private party Leave name and phone
number at: 354-6900
cakes at the lowest 759-4926.
seeks hands on and/or
prices possible. And to CARETAKER for lady. equity position with pro- TIOMELITE leaf
start the new year off Weekdays Mon.-Fri. posed, new or existing blower, $99. 150 MPH
right we will give a 10% 6A.M. to 4:30P.M. business. Write W.C. Ru- air velocity. Hazel
discount to anyone who Weekends Fri. 4:30 eter Kern, P.O. Elox 592, Lawn and Garden Center, 311 Main St., Hazel,
mentions this ad. So just P.M. through Sun.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
call 750-4492 or drop by 4:30P.M. Call 753-0251.
NEED
extra
cash
for
Y. Lake lot by owner.
410 Main. Next door to
COUNTER help. 20-40 holiday bills? World Small equity. Pay-off
Wallace's Drug Store.
hours per week. Must be Book representatives balance. Call after
able to work day or af- earn excellent money 6P.M. 901442-7672.
ternoon shift. Apply in while helping educate
LARGE, large, large
person between 1-5. No families. Call 753-5670.
selection of storage
phone calls. T.J. Bar-B-Q,
buildings in stock for
14. Want to Buy
806 Chestnut St.
delivery.
1512IVER'S wanted - WANT to buy raw furs. immediate
Acree Portable
must be 18 years of age, Stanley Owen Mc- Buildings, Mayfield,
have own car and proof Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. Ky. 502-247-7831.
of insurance. Apply at Phone 618-342-6316.
OAK and hickory
Total Fitness
Domino's Pizza.
firewood $27.50 rick,
for
Sale
Articles
15.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
Program
delivered. Call 436-2778.
$16,040459,230/yr. Now 40 PIECES of
04K
firewood, $25 a
Fun! Choreographed!
hiring. Call 806-6874000 fiberglass, 10 and 12 feet
Ext. R-8155 for current long, also lumber. rick, delivered &
Progressive Workout!
stacked. Call 759-4905.
federal list.
for rent or sale or SEASONED firewood.
Winter Session TIOUSEKEEPER House
would trade for larger Oak, hickory, mixed
Begins Jan. 12 needed, prefer Thur- house in town. 753-4880 hardwoods. min. order- 2
sdays. Some babysit- after 5P.M.
8 Wk. Session
ting, must be efficient BEDROOM suite $150, ricks- $30/rick delivered.
and dependable. Send bedroom suite $85, For a full measure- call
Mon.-Wiod. 7 p.m.
resume to P.O. Box camper topper $85, John Boyer at 768-0338.
Tues.-Thurs. 5:30 p.m.
UP grade your old system
1060-A.
chest of drawers, at dealer cod. Satellite
For more Into call
TNSURANCE career - lamps, table and chairs,
Repair Service, Murray,
immediate opening. TV., baby items, misc.
Robin Brittain
• 474-2748.
Property
Casualty
753-9983.
or
758-5292
Call
753-7597
W HIRLPOOL
Good salary/ benefit
package. Work in Ben- LARGE GE microwave microwave oven, only
GLASS work: auto ton office. Priority with tray, cookbook and $4 per week. Rudolph
glass, plate glass, win- given to experience in temperature probe in- Goodyear- Whirlpool,
dow glass, insulated Commercial Lines. cluded, $250. White 753-0596.
glass, storm windows, Send resume to Peel & bridal gown with veil
and door repair. Patio Holland- P.O. Box 07 - fits size 10 to 12, $30.
door glass, glass table Benton, KY. 42025 - Hoover shampooer,
tops, mirror cut and Attention David Moffitt. polisher, $30. Also, 200
Brass bed, regular
replaced. Store fronts, No calls.
square feet of Cabbage
size; twin size bed;
alum. doors and closers
Patch wallpaper inand hindges repaired. MURRAY - Calloway cluding border trim,
2-10
Hospital
is
acCounty
speed
Some types of odd jobs
$30. Phone 753-1890.
and home improvement tively seeking a Staff
bicycles
(JCPenwork done. Insurance Pharmacist. Qualified MATTRESS and box
nay); wooden rock.
claims welcome. M&G applicants must be springs, double. Phone
Complete Glass Co., registered in the State 753-0156.
mg horse for small
Dixieland Center, of Kentucky. For more NEW brown velvef
information
contact:
recliner.
still
has
child; rocking thair;
Phone 758-0180.
Richard Storts, Per- plastic, never been
iron baby bed, size
sonnel Director, used. Speed Queen
Murray -Calloway wringer washer, $45,
3
little girl dresses.
County Hospital, 803 excellent condition.
Poplar, Murray, Ken- Console record player
Call between
tucky 42071 (502) 753- with radio, excellent
Court Square
5131 Ext. 118.
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
condition, $20. Call 753NEED a job? 4 openings 4589.
GOING OUT
753-6298
now. You may qualify
washer, dryer
OF BUSINESS if: (1)you do not have USED
and refrig. Call 753-4684.
GED or your high
All Repairs &
re- 25. Business Services
school diploma, (2) you WHIRLPOOL
only $8 per JOYCE Noel Tax SerLayaways must have been out of school frigerator, Rudolph
vice. Reasonable rates.
9 months or more, (3) week.
be picked up
you are between ages 16 Goodyear -Whirlpool, For appointment call
753-0595.
480.2440.
& 21. We are a FOE.
by Friday,
This project is funded WOOD stove. Double
2
6 . TV -Radio
Jan. 9, 1987
glass
doors,
like
new.
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry Pipes Included. $250. trAGNAVOX console
ugget, west Council- JTPA. Call Call 436-2582.
THE Gold N-color T.V., only $7 per
side of square, J.T.P.A. Out Of School 16. Home Furnishings
week. Rudolph
between
8:80Mayfield, Ky. 2474762. 753-9878
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
week.
ItED with box springs 753-0595.
Diamonds, black hills 12:005 days a
gold,' 14kt. gold chains- DOMEONE to stay with and mattress, dresser,
"We sell for less!" "We elderly lady from 6P.M. chest, couch, chair, 2 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
guarantee it." Jimmy Friday till 6P.M. Sun- end tables, coffee table, 1979,14x80, 2 BEDday. Call 4101-2731.
Thompson Jeweler.
2 desks. 436-2589.
ROOM mobile home.
OAK sideboard, dining Call between 8 & 9P.M.
table/ chairs, antique 759-4146.
bedroom suite, excel- 1988 BUCANEER, f
lent condition. Phone bedroom, underpinning
436-2174.
and electric pole inSLEEPER sofa, excel- cluded. Phone 474-2325.
lent condition, $250. 1986 WILLOW Creek,
Gold wing back chair 14x80, 8 BR, 2 bath,
and ottoman $100. Call central air unit, 10x9
753-7401, after 5:30P.M. storage building incall 7534485.
cluded. All must be
WHIRLPOOL heavy moved or make arduty washer, only $8 per rangements with park
week. Rudolph owner. $17,000 or take
Goodyear- Whirlpool, over payments with
753-06416.
small down payment.
437-4679 or 4753-1419.
19_ Farm Equipment
200 tractor, woods 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
bushhog-blade, boom 4937
.
SHE 15,
10 x 4m
0.ri_
F8
1
pole, chain-saw, lumber. natural gas heat, near
I6h.p. wheel horse riding university
Call
mower, 1968 F-100 pick- 753-3803.
up. Good prices on all.
1 OR 3 BR, furnished or
474-8884 or 753-0640. Ask unfurnished, some new
for Tim.
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conBennett & Associates has receivMusical
22
ditioned. Shady Oaks
ed notice there will be No Rate Inilie5 MATE amplifier 753-5209.
CFt 212. Coin $500 new, NICE 2 BR trailer, near
crease on the "Preferred Pool"
excellent condition, will Murray. No pets Call
Medicare Supplement Insurance
4894811.
take $300. Call 759-9666.
NICE 2 bedroom mobile
PIANO, Baby Grand
Plans. We are pleased to make this
Refinished, Mahogany home, $145 per month.
announcement. Even though the
cabinet. New strings. No pets. Water and
hammer, frame, keys, sewage furnished. 758plan will cover the new '520 deducetc. 83500. Daytime
tible the. cost will remain below
7511-44441, Evenings 75030. Business Rentals
10116.
131.00 monthly. IPINET/ Conic)). bOarli(ERCT AL spice
For information call
Piano for sale: Wanted
suitable for office or
Reasonable party to small retail boldness.
take over piano See Located on 121 by-pass
locally. Call 1-800-228- $275 monthly. Call 753306 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-7273
1216
11b66 after 6P M
.
t

FOR SALE

Furches
Jewelry,Inc.

Happy 80th
Birthday
Bud (Preacher)
McKinney

nASE

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!

Bennett & Associates
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30. Business Rentals

32. Apts for Rent

45

OFFICE rental- 211 S
12th St. 800-900 sq. ft.
Central heat & air
conditioning Call 7531694 till 5p m., 753 7)23
after 5p.m.
OFFICE space and
space for small business. Southside Shopping Center Also, house
on Ky
Lake
753-6612 or 753 4509

NOW Leasing, new
condo-style apartments
University view, patio
large 2 bedroom. ap
pliances, microwave
central gam heat and alr,
quiet and ideal for retired
persons $350 monthly
Call 753-8096.

96 ACRE cattle farm,
running water, 2 barns
and house Fenced.
Good neighbors. $86,000
slightly negotiable.
Phone 474-88V, or 7630640 Ask for Tim

Office space for rent
on Court Square.
$ 150 a month
Month-to-month
Rental.
Call 753-1916
ext. 41
32. Apts for Rent
1 BEDROOM, near
Hospital. $180 a month
plus deposit. Water
furnished. Evenings
7584584.
BEDROOM unfurnished apt. Call 7532941.
2 BEDROOM duplex in
nice private area. Appliances furnished. Lease
and deposit required. No
pets Call 753-3343.
/ BEDROOM in Northwood Sub. Good
neighborhood central
heat and air, water and
appliances furnished.
$235 per -month.

7s0-44es.
1 BR duplex. 2 BR
furnished apt. Lease &
deposit. No pets. 7539208 after 4p.m
APT. for 4 college
students. Appliances
furnished, near cam753-9662.
m
Y large 2 bedroom apt. partially
furnished. $260 per
month includes gas heat
and water. North 7th St.
Phone 759-4923.
ERMA large upstairs
furnished apt. at 311
North 5th St. Water
furnished, central heat
alr $200 per month. No
pets. Call 753-5980.

For Rant
Nice furnished apartments for college
students. Close to
campus. 753-5865
or 753-5108

46

Farms for Sale

Homes for Sale

IT4 owner, 9 bedroom
house must sell right
away. Just repainted,
TVA approved installation. New roof, gas heat,
nice yard. 108 Farmer
Ave. Call 753-9449. Price
$31,500.
SALE BY owNER
- 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
Tri-Level home in
Gatesbrough Sub. Central heat and air. Large
lot with garden area.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-8200.

PoR

34. Houses for

Rent

3 BR house near University, excellent for office or
family, newly decorated,
$400 a month Call 7532967.
4 BR house, partially
furnished, near campus.
Call 753.9393.
ATTRACTIVE 4 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house. Appliances and
drapery furnished. $450
per-month rent, $400
deposit.
t. Call 753-8835.
SE
for rent in
Buchanan area, secluded,
_peaceful. Rent $250, $150
deposit. References.
Wood heat. Call 901-2475335.
LARGE remodeled
how*, 1004 Main. $325
monthly. Yearly lease,
deposit. Carpet. Central
H/A. Stove, refrigerator, freezer furnished.
Would sell. 750-1285.

bedroom

48. Auto Services

THORNTON,
BODY SHOP
2112 Coldwater Rd.

24 Hr. Wrecker
Service
759-1596

53. Serykes Offered

53. Services Offered

MEN want to do yard NOTICE formerly
work. Tree trimming, Joiner Tree Service now
removal of unwanted Colley's Tree Service,
trees & shrubbery, 14 years experience.
hauling & wood for sale. Topping, pruning or
No job to big or small stump removal. ComFree estimates. Re- plete tree care. Owner:
ferences, experience. Elroy Colley- 753-0346
Call 753-0680- or for free estimate.
759-1683.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE Kenmore,
Irrigation-Residential
W estinghouse,
CAMPBELL WELL
Whirlpool. 25 years
DRILLING
experience. Parts and
McKenzie, Tn
service. Bobby Hopper,
Cell Collect
Bob's Appliance Ser901 362 3671 Or
vice, 202 8. 5th St.
901 362-6704
Business 753-4872, 436Free Estimates
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE repairDD ig.k. specialist,
washers- dryers- ceiling fans, electrical,
refrigerators- ranges- plumbing, fencing. You
air cond. George Hodge name it, I do it. You
& Son, 10 Dixieland buy, I install. You
Shopping Center 758- break, I fix. Call 4364660.
211611 evenings.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. PAINTING= Paper
Factory authorized for hanging, commerical or
Tappan, Kelvinator and residential, Free es
Brown. Service on gas timates.
References. 25
and electric ranges,
years
- microwaves, dis- Tremon experience,
Farris 759-1987
h washers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl PAINTING int. & exfr
Lovett, 3644956 or 758- Sheetrock finishing,
texture ceiling. Sand5841.
.
blasting. Spray paint
CARPET Installation,
ing. Over 15 years
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfac- experience. Ralph
tion guaranteed. Glenn.. Worley, 759-1050.
SEWING Machine ReBobber 759-1247.
CONTRACTOR- car- pair. All makes and
pentry, painting. Big or models. Home & Insmall we do it all. dustrial. Bag closing
Quality work done for machines. Also scissor
less Free estimates. -sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
489-2663.
NIG Builders. Ex- guaranteed. Kenneth
perienced builders of Barnhill, 1534674,
houses, garages & Stella; Ky.
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.

49. Used Cars
1970 FORD Torino SW,
351 Cleveland motor.
Runs good, body rough.
Good transportion. $250
DRIVEWAIPS- white
753-4178, 7624862.
1973 FORD S-wagon rocked or graveled.
37. Livestock-Supplies
fully loaded, 1 owner Also, top soil. Call
$1000. Also, 2 color TV's, 753-1537.
$35
each. Phone 758-4109 FENCEsales at Sears
FOR SALE
now. Call Sears 753-2310
or 762-8650.
Grain fed beef. 1976 OLDS Delta 88 - 4 for free estimate for
your needs.
$1.00/lb. Hang- door. Phone 753-1449
ENERAL Building
after 5P.M.
ing weight.
1977 BUICK, 350 engine, Repair- 20 years ex4 door, local car with perience. Roofing &
Plights 4112-8264
new Michelin tires. Call painting, indoor k outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
436-2427.
EETR.A nice, large, fur- SANTI-Gertuis bull, 1977 LINCOLN Con- `to small. 474-8057.
Mailed, 1 BR apt. Utilities Brahama bull, 26 tinental. 4 door, fully GUTTERING by Sears.
paid. Near hospital & Un- Brahma heifers due to loaded, new Michelin Sears continuous gut- UGLY Duckling Rent-Aiversity. Deposit re- calf March 15. Also open tires. excellent condi- ters installed for your Car. Also, used cars
quired. 753.8756 or 753- Santi-Gertuis heifer tion. 87,000 miles $3000. specifications. Call wholesale to the public.
ready to breed. One mare Used Maytag washer Sears 753-2310 for free
3415.
Cut out the middle man.
FOR rent
1 bedroozn and pony Reasonably and dryer, $100 for both. estimate.
Buy direct. We have
apt. near downtown priced. 474-8884 or 758- Call after 5P.M. FIAMILTON Cultured warranties from 6 mo. to
Marble,
topssinksMurray. Call 758-4109 or 0840. Ask for Tim
753-7292.
2 years or 24,000 miles on
SIMMENTAL and 1979 2 DOOR Old- panels, custom made some Cars.
762-6650.
We rent cars,
vanities.
Free
Est.
753Simbrah
bulls.
PerLARGE upstairs apt.
smobile Delta 88 Roytrucks, vans- day, week,
9400.
formance
&
semen
Private entrance for 8
ale. Power, RI- tilt,
or the month. Some cars
or 4 girls, furnished, tested. Excellent qual- AM-FM etk% 01xcel- ITINIMETri57;:wn In as low as $11 a day, 11
ity.
$650
&
up.
Cadiz,
by
Sears.
TVA
aputilities included, nice
lent SUS,. 61,595.
cents a mile. Special
proved. Save on those monthly rates.
neighborhood. Call 758- Ky. 5224744.
Call 481,
anytime.
1312 W.
high
heating
and
cool2818.
1979 CHEVROLET
Main. Phone 753-6910.
38. Pets-Supplies
ing
bills.
Call
Sears
/LUR-Cal apts. NorCaprice Classic. 9
WANTED inside paintthwood Dr. 1, 2 or S BR. 8 YEAR old registered passenger station wa- 753-2310 for free ing jobs. 20 years
estimate.
Red
Bone
Coon
Hound.
Now renting. Equal
gon. Perfect running
experience. Cheapest
Housing Opportunity. Semi- finished 759-1429 condition. Good body. LEE'S CARPET man in Murray Call
CLEANING.
For
all
or
after
5P.M.
438-5463.
759-4984.
$2875 or best offer. Call
your carpet & upholst- 753-5309
NEW 2 bedroom duplex. AKC Toy Poodles. Make 753-1890.
ery
cleaning. For a free WET BASEMENT? We
Appliances, central your pick now with 1980 OLDS Omega. 2
make wet basements
H/A. Northwood Sub. deposit. 3 males and 1 door, $1500. Call estimate call 753-5827. dry. Work completely
Satisfied references.
$825 plus deposit. No female, born Dec. 20th, 474-8054.
guaranteed. Call or
pets. Call 753-1953 or $75 each. 502-436-2901.
1982 BUICK Regal. 4 LET our service shop write Morgan ConARC black Lab female door. $4600. Call repair your lawn and struction
489-U54.
Co. Rt. 2, Box
garden equipment now.
bedroom
ex pups. 3 months. Fulton 437-4912.
To get ready for spring 409A, Paducah, Ky.
in Westwood, with large 502-472-3380.
1986 MAZDA 323. 4 door thru Jan. we are offer- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
wood deck. $325 month.
automatic, factory ing free pick-up and
41. Public Sales
Lease, deposit. 758-0814.
A/C, A.M./F.M. delivery, free blade
A-1 Fireplace and
NICE I bedroom
stereo cassette, under sharpening with comGas Repair, Chimney
duplex. $240 a month.
warranty,
silver
metalMOVING SALE lic, $7200. 1500 Canter- plete tune-up. Hazel Cleaning, Masonary
Call 753-0292.
Lawn and Garden, 311
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
bury - 753-9710.
NICE 2 bedroom
Work, Damper, Hood
Main St., Hazel, Ky.
8 a.m. to?
duplex. Stove, refrig.
and Firebox Repair.
121 S.to New Concord,
and water furnished. 2
MOBILE HOME
Need An
miles east. $195 plus
753-0953
Specialist, Repair,
Creme House w/brown
deposit. 753-1513 after
Extra Car For
leveling, underpinning
trim, next to Jim &
4P.M.
roofs, floors, plumbing, 55.
Bob's Grocery. Rairr-or
Feed and Seed
A Few Days?
NICE one bedroom
wiring, hurricane
Shins.
duplex, near downtown.
TIMOTHY hay for sale.
straps. 759-4850.
14 Per Day
Couch & chair, coffee table
Unfurnished. Lease. No
NEED work on your $1.50 per bale. Call_
pets. $140 per month.
& 2 end tables, chest.
trees? We can beautify 4924211.
14
Per
Mile
Deposit. Call 753-3913.
dresser, bed se/box springs
your yard by toping,
56. Free Column
NOW available furGong
AI
shaping, dead-wooding or
& mattress and more.
nt
nished heated 4 room
puppies - 2 blaa
removing dead or disFor more Information
Dwain Taylor
apt. No pets or children.
eased trees. For long haired, part
call 436-2569.
Convenient location.
call the pro- cocker. 1 male, 1 femChevrolet, Inc. satisfaction
Deposit required. $200
ven professionals at ale. Call 4924227.
Real
Estate
43.
per-month. 436.2756.
Bovers Tree Service- 753- FREE to country home,
502-753-2617 0338.
flow renting 1 & 2 BR
The competition female Doberman. Call
apts. at Embassy, Car- lietx,
knows us- you should too. 474-8054.
ANXIOUS to sell good 2 br.
dinal & College Farm
50 Used Trucks
house at 1815 Hameton.
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
WM consider offers by
1974 ELCAMENO - good
NOWrenting 1 & 2 BR
cash, short term finance or
tires, new transmission.
apts. at Embassy, CarPhone 753-1449 after
contract. Owner C.O.
dinal & College Farm
5P.M.
Bondurant
Realty,
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
1977 FORD 4x4. 4 speed,
753-3480.
ONE -bedroom ApartCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
lock-out hubs. $1500.
ment. Located at 1828-C
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
&
Miller Ave. one block kOPPERUD Realty Call 753-1816.
OVER
from campus. $120 rent offers a complete range 1979 ELCAMINO with
20 YEARS
and deposit. Call 753-3415. of Real Estate services Gem top. Also,3-piece tan
WOOD CAB1NET$ &
EXPERIENCE
living room suite. Call
After 5 pm 753-7123.
with a wide selection of 750-4111.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
ONE bedroom fur- quality homes in the
Birch • OM • Walnut • Chatty •
nished Apt. 6185 a city & In the county. All 1985 SILVERADO pickGUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
month, close to campus, price ranges. Phone up 8-cyl., ps,pb, power
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
cable and/ water fur- 753-1222 for courteous, windows, AM/FM
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE Mai Ciro. By & fee Our Display
nished. Alienable Dec competent Real Estate case., sliding rear win- •
•
17th. No pets. Call service. We make buy- dow, cruise, tilt steer753-5940
Circle
Sunbury
409
•
ing. $9600. 438-2504
753-5980.
ing & selling Real
SPACIOUS 8 bedroom Estate easy for you.
51 . Campers
apt. partially furnished.
APPACRIE fold down
1.804 Coldwater Rd. MOO
camper with picture
a month plus deposit.
381 acres, weN, old
windows.
$2200 or trade.
759-1908 before 5P.M.
Friday Night Jan. the 9th 6 p.m.
house, In. State
Call 4362608.
750-1424 after 5P.M.
Rain or Shine
Line. 100 OM'S open.
CAMPER top and bed
TAKING applications
turkey.
Charles
McCoy's Salvage Store %
Lots
of
doer
&
late
At
the
mat for small pick-up. 1
for Section 8. Rent
$150 per acre. Cash
mile east of Murray, Ky. on Hwy. 94.
Subsidised apt. 1, 2 or 3
year old, like new. Best
BR. Apply Hilldale
offer. Call 753-2339
A large building filled with nice merchanonly. 753-8680
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
dise, most of it new, thousands of dollars
52
Boats-Motors
Equal Housing
worth. Men's and womens wear, both all
44. Lots for Sale
16' STAIRMAFT with
sizes, work pants, shirts, slacks, jackets,
TREE tdroom
60
HP
Evinrude
and
coats, top coats, wind breakers, caps,
duplex, new appliances, iè AntilNING lo(s• trailer boat All new
central heat and air, New Concord area. All inside, seats, floor carleather shoes, boots, slippers, 5 buckle and
for
$1200.
Phone
double carport. Call
pet, etc. Phone 753-5128.
Mickey Mouse boots, socks, camouflage
431-6574.
753-7947 or 753-5114
19' FIBERGLASS bola
pants, shirts, jackets, belts, ammo belts.
tandem trailer, 90 HP
pouches, back packs, duffel bags, small boy
Mere. $2000 or trade.
manican, underwear, helmets, ice chests,
5 Gal. Tar
Call 436-2506.
$6.00
books, knives. bayonets, trinkets, novelties,
SAIL boats - 1-18 foot
50 Lb. USA 20 Common Nil.. . $ 10.00
Larson "C" Scow,
mess kits, canteen, cases of tube and can
fiberglass. 1-18 foot. grease, heaters, lights, 2 refrigerators,
Big Stock
Chrysler Buckaneer,
24,000 BTU air conditioner, flashing light
Vinyl Flooring
$2.99 sq. yd. and up
fiberglass. Both with
sign, cash register, adding machine,
conditraller.excellent
Metal Gates
$12.00
typewriter, vacuum. Too much to itemise.
tion. 438-2879.
Doors
Come see and buy bargains. For info call
810.00 53. Services Offered
..-$3.-50-Shset-and
-Otto-C`tester'srtlitteSECI
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky
for residential and
Low Full Unit Price and Truck Loads
commercial. Heating
This is a good place for outdoor workers and
and air condition, gas
hunters to buy clothes at a bargain.
installation and repair.
14 ones Hazel. Ky. on 1141
1901) 4884984
Phone 753-7703

m

stove, refrig , carpeted
garage. Lease, deposit,
references. Small
family. No pets. Near
University. Vacant, 7533942.

HOME, DOOR
& FLOOR
REPAIRS

753-9440

rftEE

Orally's

AUCTION SALE

Auction Setvice

PASCHALL SALVAGt

'

7
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Police find no connection between fire, bomb threats

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lucille Garland
The funeral for Mrs. LucWe
Garland is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Officiating is the Rev. R.J. Burpoe. Music is by Grace Baptist
Church Choir with Leland Peeler
as director and Dwane Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers are Dewey Hall,
James Rose, Deane Jones, Howell
Clark, Charles Henry and Dan
Billington.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove

Cemetery
Mrs. Garland, -To, widow of
Obert Garland, died Tuesday at
7:50 a.m. at her home, 1003
Fairiane, Murray.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
James Mary ) Cohoon and Mrs.
Bueton Annie Lee ) Lasaiter, both
of Murray ; four nieces, Mrs.
Harold ( Martha) Lassiter, Miss
Sherry Lassiter, Miss Beth Lassite
and Miss Lisa Waite; three
nephews, Tommy Lassiter, Drew
Lassiter and David Lassiter.

Norman Luebbert
Services for Norman Luebbert
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Marvin Bundy is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Ralph Luebbert, Donald Luebbert, Elmer
Edens Jr.; Stephen Hooper, Jack
Dodd and Howard Forsee.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Luebbert, 65, of Rt. 5,
Dickson, Tenn., died Tuesday at 5
a.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Sam Hooper, Bon Aqua, Tenn.,
where he had been residing.
His wife, Mrs. Rozelle Perry
Luebbert, died May 10, 1984. He attended a Nazarene church.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Laverne Insco, and two brothers,
Ralph A. Luebbert and Donald C.
Luebbert, all of Cincinnati, Ohio;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary Lee
Perry Parsons, Bon Aqua, Tenn.;
a nephew. Phillip Trent, Houston,
Texas.

Willard Jones
• is

,
-•• 1

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Services for Willard Jones are
Dora Travis Jones; four
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
daughters, Mrs. Raymond (BrenMiller Funeral Home of Murray.
da) Jones, Mesquite, Texas, and
The Rev. Marshall Brown and
Mrs. Izetta Dennis, Mrs. Mark
the Rev. Elijah Balentine are officiating. Music is by Carol Balen- (Loretta) Gentry and Mrs. Scott
tine, Patricia Morrison, Donnie (Cathy) Mitchuson, Murray; four
sons, Bert, Alton, Ned and Delmer
Balentine and Bruce Balentine.
Pallbearers are Ed Harper, Jones, all of MiVray.
Cecil Baker, Jewell Jones, Robert
Mr. Jones also is survived by
Jones, Donald Jones and John
two sisters, Mrs. Allie Harper,
Baker.
Burial will follow in Matheny Evansville, Ind., and Mrs. Bessie
Cemetery in Land Between the "Baker, Coldwater community;
one brother, Carl Jones, Murray;
Lakes.
11 grandchildren; five stepgrandMurray,
3,
Rt.
Mr. Jones, 71,
died Tuesday at 11 a.m. at children; three greatMurray -Calloway County grandchildren; five stepgreatgrandchildren.
Hospital.

Mrs. Robbie McGee
Final rites for Mrs. Robbie
McGee were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Officiating was the Rev. Cary
Puckett. Richard Jones was
organist.
Pallbearers were Eddie Hall,
Murphy Hudspeth, Tim Shelton,
Dewey Hall, Loyd Hudspeth and
Billy Joe Puckett.

Burial was in Lassiter
Cemetery.
Mrs. McGee,84, Murray Manor,
died Tuesday at 8:40 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one son, Paul
McGee and his wife, Louise, Rt. 6,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Verba
Paschall and Mrs. Novie Paschall,
and one brother, Rudy Hall, all of
Murray; several nieces and
nephews.

SAN JUAN,Puerto Rico(AP) —
Police said they found no connection between the Dupont Plaza
Hotel fire and bomb threats that
forced hundreds of people to
evacuate a hospital treating fire
victims and offices investigating
the blase
Seven sites, including the U.S.
commonwealth's Department of
Justice, received telephoned
bomb threats Wednesday, but no
explosive devices were found,
police said
The department is coordinating
the investigation into the Dec. $1
fire at the 22-story beachfront luxury hotel that killed 96 people and
injured more than 140. Officials
have said it was deliberately set.
No arrests were made or
suspects identified as of Wednesday, federal and local authorities
said.

Dan Cabrera, the resident agent
for the U.S. Treasury Department's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, refused to comment on a published report that
the investigation was focusing on
hotel staff who are members of
Teamsters Local 901, which was
threatening to strike at midnight
New Year's Eve over a wage
dispute with the hotel.
Union local president Rene
Rodriguez said union members
were cooperating with the investigators. "We have nothing to
hide," he said.
Police and the FBI would not
comment on whether any arrests
were imminent, but said no one
was being restricted from leaving
Puerto Rico.
"We're still interviewing a lot of
people — management, union officials, guests from the hotel, in

short, anyone with any informa- stayed put despite the threat on
tion," FBI spokesman Diader their office, but at the Industrial
Rosario said
Accidents Hospital, a few miles
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco "from downtown San Juan, about
and Firearms was expected to 300 people, including patients, doccomplete its laboratory analysis of tors and nurses, were evacuated
evidence in the fire this week, for about three hours.
Jerry Rudden said in the bureaus
Among six Dupont Plaza surWashington office
evacuated was Kenneth
vivors
to
Wednesday
Police scrambled
Johnson, 61, of Winthrop, Mass.,
keep up with the bomb threats that
listed in critical condition with
were called in to locations around
burns over 50 percent of his body.
the metropolitan area.
Justice Department workers Johnson was put in an ambulance.
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Legislation giving governors veto

on nuclear plants to be considered

P.S., P.B., Auto,
Air, Radio

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Howse is to consider legislation
that would give state governors
the right to veto licenses for new
nuclear power plants within or
near ther states.
The measure, filed Wednesday,
would allow governors to exercise
the veto if they determined
emergency planning to be ,inadequate to protect health and safety
In their states.
The bill, introduced by Rep. Edward J. Markey, D-Mass., would
solve the problems faced by

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis, who is concerned about
evacuation plans for the Seabrook,
N.H., plant, and by New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo, who is dissatisfied
with emergency planning for the
Shoreham plant on Long Island.
Neither plant has received a fullpower operating license yet.
The legislation would not affect
nuclear plants already operating
at full power, except for imposing
a requirement they hold an
emergency planning exercise annually, instead of every two years.

*4,800"

New Year Specials
Under New Ownership
Coupon Specials (Must Present Coupon)

HIWARD LYONS

s

Steck Market
+4.22
Industrial Average
1111111.85
Previous Close
.38+54
Air Products
111401 15%A
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
26%.44
BrIgp & Stratton
3744+44
Chrysler
4
/
4 -1
1
40/
CSX Corp
4
/
4 •1
1
30/
38% + 1,4
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store...13%11 13%A
Exxon
73-54
Ford
G.A F

General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

4 +44
1
43/
4 -1
1
68/
7" +2%
41%+44

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

January Clearance Sale

4
/
4 +11
1
43/
4
/
121% •11
4 -%
/
111
4A
1
18%13 18/
4
/
47% +1
4
/
WA +1
781,4 -%
4
/
4 +1
1
53/
4
1
4 •/
1
43/
4354+54
3754 .%
75 +144
47 + 44
47% -%
111% unc
5.211

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
)(mart
Kroger
JCPeneey
Powell
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Weady's
C.E.F. Yield

753 3366

100 item
Food Bar

$349

s

Including 3 Kinds of Meats
Coupon Expires Jan. 31

With Potato and Toast

$349
Coupon Expires Jan. 31

s

5 Oz. Sirloin Steak

80z.
Ribeye

$349

$599

Sizzlin Jr.

With Potato and Toast
Coupon Expires Jan. 31

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

50z.
Sirloin Tips

I

With Potato and Toast
Coupon Expires Jun. 31

759-9555

406 N. 12th St.

BEL AIR DECOR

Through Sunday

Phone 753-3642

Bel Air Shopping Center

Fan Sale

After Inventory Special's
All Month January

Monterey

V/

52" Ceiling Fan
8-11a4es with case inserts
7 Yr. Warranty, 3 Speed with
Reverse, Antique or Polished Brass
Reg. 879.95
January
Clearance
Price

Heater Sale
Hutch
Stoves & Heaters
Sale
'At saw 8300
$44111 $320
Rat MOO $370

SALE!
All In Stock
Paper
$5, $8, $10

Carpet Orders
20 Yards or More
Plush — Textured —Plush
Sculptured — Commercial

20% Off

per double roll
Prepasted and
Strippable

All Framed
Pictures
In Stock

Unfinished
Furniture
Take An Extra

10% off
Our Already
Low Prices

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

Free
Installation
On All

I Bel-Air Decor — Month Jan. Only I

I

20% Off All
Custom Frame Jobs
With This Coupon
Bring Coupon For 20% Off
Custom Frame Jobs.

110% Off
All Byrde Crystal
‘,

a

